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AcDERmEN

W. B. Smith Is Seriously
Charged in Louisville.
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r5

see
mt.

a•

VOL 22, NO. 148

Frank, George Moyers, of Golconda,
ent this morning when President
Ed Thompson, of County, James
Frank H. Clark, of Lexington, called
Glauber, Charles Alcott and E. H.
the session to order.
Haley, of Murray, Owen Tully, J. Y.
While the convention will be large
Mills, of Murray, and W. M. Parkinly devoted to erudite discussions of
son, of Golconda. Mr. Haley got
momentous medical questions, there
Politicians
first and Mr. Glauber second prize.
will not be lacking a program of entertainment. A theater party will be
Tonight's Program.1
given them this evening at Hopkins'
This evening the following protheater by the Jefferson County Medgram will be carried out:
icalsociety, and tonight a general rePEOPLE SHOWING
MAYOR YEISER MISSES
HAS BEEN WARRANTED
At 7:30 o'clock—Grand entry of CASHIER SUICIDES RATHER
ception was held in the parlors of
APPRECIATIVE INTEREST.
FIRST MEETING Fait YEARS
THAN FACE EXPOSURE.
IN THE FEDERAL COURT the Galt House.
all horses entered in this night's conc.
tesfs.
7:50 o'clock—Champion light harHUNDREDS OF
Report of Actions of the Board The Several Events Were Well Filled ness horse driven single. First, $15; The State's Deposit of $800,000 Bar-.
Is Accused of Much Crookedness
THOROUGHBREADS.
and the Contests Decidedly
Which Shows All the Transacrowed by Leaders and But Litsecond, $5.00.
and Some Peculation While With
Creditable.
tions
Evening.
of
tle Saved.
Bank.
Western
8:to o'clock—Best five-gaited: sadFrom Haggin's Famous Rancho Del
First,
gelding.
horse,
mire
or
dle
Paso Will Fill Four Trains.
t5; second, $5.00.
8:3,o o'clock—Best span of double MAY LEAD TO DEFEAT OF
SPONSORS' DANCE AT
San Francisco, Oct., to—The ORDINANCES PASSED,
THE INFORMATION
PALMER LAST NIGHT. harness carriage horses, shown to dou
ACCOUNTS ALLOWED, ETC.
THE REPUBLICAN PARTY
WHICH COKES TO CITY Southern Pacific, Union Pacific, Illin- I
ble turn-out, equipment considered.
ois Central and New York Central
First, $to; second, $5.00.
roads are preparing to take across
8:50 o'clock—Best pair of horses,
Despite the unusually chilly and
Every aldermon was in his seat
Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. i.—In the
Information from Louisville yes- the continent the largest shipment
driven
tandem. First,, $45; second, closing of the doors of the Enterprise
from
ever
made
blooded
horses
of
evening
a
last
the
penetrating
last
weather
of
in
evening
when
Davis
Presideut
terday was that the grand jury
.
York. The called that board together for their crowd, considered very large under $5.00-,
National bank of Alleghany, which
United States court had returned a San Francisco to New
couple on horseo'clock—Best
9:10
Thursday
shipped
horses
are
to
be
the
basecircumstances,
was
at
Mr.
regular
Mayor
the
against
business
session.
took place yesterday after the cashnumber of indictments
Haggin's famous Rancho Yeiser was absent, and this is the ball grounds for purpose of witness- back. Silver cup.
ier, T. Lee Clark, had killed himW. B. Smith, who for some time from J. B.
9:30 o'clock—Best pacing horse self, is seen al scandal which involDeb
which
is 'to be sold in first meeting he has missed for ing the interesting events of the
Paso,
presiand until recently was vice
farming purposes. years. He is confined at his home Horse Show. The grandstand was shown in light rig. First, $1o; sec- ves prominent republican pobiticans
dent and general manager of the small tracts for
require four trains with an attack of rheumatism in his filled with ladies and gentlemen who ond, $5.00.
The
shipment
will
of
belonging to the Penrose state maGlobe Bank and Trust company
An especial attractive event will be chine. The bank, wh'cli was the
and they are to shoulder, which has given him great braved the elements to view the enof
twelve
cars
each,
to
reported
is
Smith
Mk.
city.
this
be run on passenger train time. The trouble for several weeks.
tertaining exhibitions of horseflesh, that of the best decorated rig this oldest in Alleghany, was the deposibe in Porto Rico and wires that he
this shipment
railroads
will
for
get
and it is probable that at least 1,000 evening.
October
On
tpe
recommendation
of
the
city
country
this
tory for about $800,000 of state funds.
to
return
will
$42,500
in
freight
charges.
In
addisolicitor, the board decided to pay people were out there. The atmosThe greater, part of this, perhaps
a9th. The indictments against him
Musical Drill.
$700,000, it is stated by Fred Gwincharge thgt while president of the tion there will be other expenses, Marketmaster Frank Smedley the pheric conditions made it necessary
will
Tonight the fine musical drill
sending amount he is suing the city for, for light wraps, but everybody enner, the aged president Of the bank,
Western bank of Louisville he made which will bring the cost of
be produced ,again at the grounds by had bees lent by Cashier Clara to
shipment
east
this
big
up
$5o,000.
to
as
extreme
joyed
themselves
to
the
several
$157.50.
Mr.
Smedley
was
amounting
to
$135.966
entries
false
In the shipment there *re to be years ago the deputy city jailer for the different drives, rides, etc. prov- especial reqnest of everybody attend- politicians.
and defalcated for $6.a.047. Mr.
about
&Do horses, cornisting of 503 Paducah, and the legislative authori- ed as attractive as upon the opesing lag the opening performanee. It will
city,
this
his statement said:
in
friends
many
%tr. Gwinner
has
Simth
brood
mares and about ninety-seven ties of ttie municipality paid him night. Notwithstanding that excellent, be conducted under the auspices of "Nearly $yoo,00 of the $800,000 state
to where he came from hLadisonvilie
("Wry $6o per month. The statutes of and drawing theatrical productions Mr. Zaoh Bryant, because br. J. Vic deposits of our bank is out on paper
several years ago, he having been stallions.
the state provide that the deputy have been on at the opera house each tor Voris, the director, left this morn- of statik politicians. W. H. kndrews
cashier of a financial institution at
THE KENTUCKY LAST NIGHT deputy jailer shall receive not less night of the show, and hundreds ing for Tiffin, Ohio, where he was has borrowed nearly $400,000; Frank
Padtilocating
in
After
town.
that
than $75 per month, and after Mr. packed the house, the patrons of the called by a telegram stating that hiS j: Torrance has borrowed considercah he organized the Globe Bank
"Virginitis" Witnessed by a Large Smedley went out as the deputy, he show have not dwindled in the least, stepfather, Rev. 0. V. W. Chandler
acwas
which
company,
Trust
e.
do not know how much. But
and
Audience and Appreciated.
filed suit against the city for re- and as tonight there are no attrac- was in a dying condition as the result
bank is solvent."
tively managed by himself for a year
covery of $157.50 which equals the tions here in the city, indications of illness. He is a prominent Meth:
When pressed fog specific instances
or two. During 1904 he purchased
large
The
There
was
a
audience
at
ftifference
between the salary he did Prom this viewpoint are that this odist minister of that city, where only of loans made to Andrews and Torthe controlling interest of the WestKentucky last night to witness and get and that
which he was entitled evening will be the record-breaker recently he resigned- the charge be rance Mr.. Gwinner modified his first
ern National bank of Louisville, ef- enjoy the presentation
of
"Virginius"
has had for the past twenty years. Ill statement by saying that the books
to under the law, for the period he for the tigseball grounds.
fected a re-organisation, was elected
by Mr. Louis James and his excellent served in that capacity. The
Last evening at The Palmer there health necessitated his resignation. of the bank do net show that they
president, and converted the institusolicitor
troupe. The Kentucky has had sev- informed the board that the claim was given the grand balb complimen- All those who took part in the drill
tion into the national affairs it now
personally borrowed money from it,
eral most pleasing bills this season, was a just one, and he did
is. In July he resigned as president,
not see targ Wthe sponsors of the show, and Wedttsday evening are especially re- but that the money was giTen to the
but none has eitelled the one of last the necessity of fighting the proceed- the popdlar dining room floor of quested to remember and be on the
but remained as a stockholder, while
Pennsylvania Development company,.
night. bre. James has lost none of ing in the circuit court, where it was that hostelry was packed with sev- groundl at the proper time tonight,
two months ago the bank was chased
an Arizona railroad scheme, in which'
his fire because of having aged and instituted, because the
former deputy eral hundred people indulging in this :is this feature will be one of the first about tamer* was involved.
after National Bank Examiner Garhis "Virginius" of last night woula would win without a doubt. Acting delightful art. The costumes worn events pulled off.
rett had inspected the books. The
draw
him another fine audience at upon the advice of the legal advisor, by the ladies were something gor''t
j 6.
•.
iostitutioa resumed only a few days
Cashier Commits Suicide.
any time in the near future. He was the aidermen concurred in his re- geous,
Ftnisbed Early.
the brilliancy of the ocago after the stockholders had paid
bank was closed by the order
The
supported and. while the Regis- commendation to pay off the
The first nigh the events were not of the comptroller of currency, W. B.
in an assessment of about $25o,000. well
amount casion= in keeping with the sucter would not appear partial it must and save the additional
expence that cess oft the show thus far. Those en- started until kte and it was II o'clock Ridgely, and John W. Cunningham,
say
that the playing of W. Young, would be
The Indictment*.
incurred as court costs if joying the dance did not disperse utt- before everyttrinsr was finished with, national bank examiner, is in charge.
who has a local attraction from hav- the litigation
, 01411.41111011lieg and the event but last evening Grand Marshal Gus The concern need not have been
The first count charges that on
was fought out, be- til earl)
ing
married Paducah's little actress, cause the municipality was
enof this Singleton had everything in good closed down blit for the euicide of T.
in the goes down in socgal halals
May I. 1905, Smith caused a false
le•
"Miss Liiiian Lancaster" (Miss Flora wrong.
city at one of the gtandest affairs running order and started the per- Lee Clark, cashier: who took Thudtry for ;moo, in favor of the at;erns' bank at Carreville, Ky., to be Mae Clark), acquitted himself most
Some months ago there was award ever given. It was under auspices a formance off at 7:30 o'clock sharp. anum and shot himself in the head at
ed to Ed Terrell the contract for the entertainment committee, com- No time was lost and the last event his home about 8 o'clock in the morn
entered on the general blotter of the admirably and won much attention.
grading and graveling Nineteenth posed of several ladies and gentle- was completed and the people on ing, from which he died at 3:io p. m.
Western Sational bank. This account
idot man who is seeking life of Dis- street
it is alleged was not a proper debit
from Mkutoe to Trimble men, *rid the happy culmination of their way to town before to o'clock.
Clark was an elder in the United
and was never paid. On the same trict Attorney Jerome is arrestcd street. Mr. TerrelT went ahead and same showed the favored prepara- This same status will exist tonight Presbyterian church of Bellevue. The
while
trying
to
batter
down
door
Of
and nobody kept out as late as the in- bank examiner found his accounts in
day in deposit book C of the Westperformq the work, but there was tions made.
itial evening.
ern National bank Smith is charged office.
never a ivritten contract entered ina mnddled condition, brought on by
with making two false entries in
to and signed between himself and
Events Follow.
Clark's connection with the Pennsylfavor of George C. Wallace, of PaThe following are the different
the municipal authorities. This convania Development company. This
ducah. One of these entries is for
tract has now been drawn up, and on events, prize winners, and entries:
concern has securities aggregating
being read to the board, was ratified,
Champion light driving horse, mare
$39.96665 and the other is for .$to.$acso,00 in the bank. Comptroler
with the understanding that their act or gelding, driven by gentleman,
• 000.
Ridgely ordered the securities strickThe fourth charge recites the( on CONTRACTORS WANTED TOO was not effective until both parties occupant, driving and equipment
en out from the bank's assets. This
DEHAS
WAY
HE
PECULIAR
IN
had signed the document.
Mhrch ,yo, W. B. Smith made a false
bonsidered. The entries were Frank
was about to be done when Claris
MUCH TO BUILD NEW
CIDED TO SEEK OTHER
entry in favor of himself in deposit
An
Boone, Dow 'Wilcox, Henry Rudy,
allowance
of
$435
was
made
killed himself.
J.
CULVERT.
FIELDS.
book C of the Western National
Andy Bauer for the strip of ground Gus Thompson, Dick Rudy, Herbert
The depositors knew nothing of
bank. The fifth count charges that
he sold the city so the public offi- Hawkins, Ben Frank, Saunders Fowthis and up to the afternoon deposits
'on June ta Smith debited the account
cers could open a passageway or ler, Frank Davis, Charles Alcott.
were made by patrons and no money
of the White Oak Cannel Coal com- The Board of Works Refused to Let street, leading from beside the Dog- The prize was received by Charles J. H. Lewis and George Parker Were was withdrawn as a result of the selfthe
Improvement
Be
Made
at
Arrested for Being Drunk—
pany $35,000,'this sum purporting to
wood factory on North Sixth, down Alcott, who was accompanied by
destruction of Cashier Clark.
Prices Quoted.
Lost Articles Pound.
have been paid by direction of the
to the river's edge just below the Miss Elizabeth Sinnott.
The closing,of tha, basal( will bring
Queen City Savings bank and Trust
nest three gaited saddle horse.
Illinois Central incline, where the
to light remarkable financial deals in
company, of Cincinnati. The sixth
city has moved its garbage dump. Entiijes Rev. W. W. Armstrong, E.
which Arthur Kennedy, formerly
Yesterday morning the board of The deed from Mr. Bauer was pre- H. Haley, of Murray; Wynn Tulley
count charges Smith with having
Yesterday morning the police re- state senator; William H. Andrews,
and C. W. Roswell, of Mayfield. Mr. ceived word from Mrs. L. C. Perry, senator from New, Mexico; Francis
made a falst entry for $35,000 in works held a called meeting to hear sented and ,ratified.
favor of the Continental National the report of City Engineer Waibing•
W. E. Cochran complained to the Haley got first prize, and Rev. Arm- of Seventh and Jackson, streets, that J. Torrance and Cashier Clark were
bank of Chicago. The date of this ton, who figured up the bid of Con- board that his property on West strong second. This event was pro- her husband left the night before for interested. They attempted to float
entry is June 13.
The seventh tractor Thomas Bridges for the new Broadway had been erroneously valu tested;by Wynn Tulley. The judge the lodge, but later in the night sent the Santa Fe Central railroad, coneighth and ninth counts charge mis- culvert on Caldwell street. The en- ed by the assessor in assessing same *as cameo Robbins, of Jackson, home his keys, without any message. necting the Rock Island and the Sanappropriation of the funds of the gineer foutkd that the proposal 4,'for city tax purposes. This matter Tenn.
She feared foul play had overtaken ta Fe railroads, ninety miles long.
Wiestern National bank. Two of that contrador, who was the lowest was referred to the hoard of superBest two weep! carriage driven by him, but yesterday in the mail rethese counts are based on notes made bidder, was entirely too high.
Single horse. The entries George ceivcd a letter from her husband who
visors for remedy.
Rallrciad Scheme Fails.
and endorsed by P. F. Toof, of Padti- so informed the board members, sl
Chairman Henry Orme of the Mloyits, of Golconda; Oscar Greg- said the night before he suddenly
They had also purchased the land
cali. One of these notes is for $2,- rejected this and the other proposi- finance committee presented the ac- ory. Owen Tully, C. L. Van Meter, took a notion to leave for other on either side and had given the
oao.6o and is dated March 30. The tions.
counts and payrolls, which were al- E. H. Haley, of Murray. Mr. Haley fields and had nto the nerve to face Santa Fe Railroad company an opIn bidding the contractor, figured lowed.
other is for $4,866.67, dated March 4.
got first prize and Mir. Gregory sec- his wife to tell her, lie said business tion to buy the whole. The final
,The indictments charge that Smith that they would excavate for the culInitial adoption was given the or- ond. The judge was Gus Coulter, of had been dull and he thought he option expired Oct. rs, after having
nagotiate4 these notes, knowing the vert at so muth per cubic yard, and dinance which prescribes that every- Mayfitbd.
could do better elsewhere, but did been renewed from Sept. rs.
tiliker to be insolvent. The other furnish the concrete for so much, the body hereafter erecting a new build
Best five gaited saddle horse. There not qate where he was going, whethLast Saturday the Santa Fe offinote upon which the ninth count is gravel and rock for so much, etc. The ing inside the sanitary sewerage dis- were only two entries, Rev. W. W. er he was going to send for his fam- cials notified Senator William H.
based-is drawn by L. C. Garrett, and engineer had to then compute their trict boundaries, shall connect the Armstrong and MT. Ben Frank. The ily or what. He is engaged in the Andrews and Arthur Kennedy, who
is for $4,25o. It is dated July 6. The figures into the total amount of work structure with the system.
former got first prize, and Mr. Frank saloon arid grocery business on Jack- were carrying on the negotiations,
tenth and last count of the indict- to be done and thereby' irrive at the
The franchise of Owen Brothers seconil. Mr. Robert Hoyer of May- son street.
that they would not take up the opment charges that on July 8, while entire cost of the proposed improve- for operation of a ferryboat be- field, was judge for this event. Mr.
tion. Senator Andrews hurried to
president of the Western National ment. The- calculation showed that tween this city, Brookport and the Hayes has been selected to. act as
Plain Drunks.
Washington and Senator Kennedy
bank, Smith embezzled $5o,000 of the the contractors wanted entirely too Illinois landings on the opposite side judge for the balance of the events
George Parker was arrested yeiter was in New York. They failed 'bo
hank's money, which" was left in his much for 'he undertaking, and the re- of the Ohio river, has expired and a until close of the show.
day by Officers Terrell and Cross on interest other parties and could not
fection of every proposal was effect- new one has to be granted them by
Best lady rider.
Mrs. George the charge of being drunk, while J. H. get the Santa Fe to reconsider its
custody.
ed.
ordinance. The measure for this db- Flournoy, Mrs. Fannie Carter, and Lewis was arrested by Patrolmen action. Not having enough money
PHYSICIANS OF THE
Everything was found all right ject was given its final adoption.
Dr. Olivia Nelon were the entries. Potter and Goitrieux on the same to complete the railroad and to meets\
STATE IN SESSION. with the 'contractrof Lee & Everroid
There was filed a notice received Mrs. Carter got the prize.
charge.
their dbligations the whole thing
for' the Jefferson street concrete aide- from the waterworks company stat,Beet runabout driven by lady. Mrs.
caused a crash.
Kentucky Medical .Association Holds walks, and they were signed up with. ing that the concern had extended Wrytd Tully, Mks. I. D. Wilcox, Mrs.
Stray Horse Found.
T. Lee Clark, cashier of the EnterMeeting in Louisville.
They expect to begin the pavements its
o s mains naGoen
Yesterday morning Rev: W. S. prise National bank, according to the
ye4beel avenue, and also James Glauber and Mrs. George
Flournoy were the entries.
Mrs. Chiles, of the Third street Rescue best information, with Torrance and
right away.
Guthrie
Ky., Oct. 19.-4The conPeople on Broadway
between FlOprtioy, driving the horse of E. H. Mission, took up a .stray horse Irlter Kennedy raised the needed money tie
vention of the Kentucky Medical As- REPUBLICANS IN
Twenty-fifth Hotel, of Murray, won first prize, ing around in the alley, and is hold- Carry on the scheme, while Senator
Twenty-fourth
and
sociation was opened at ti4 Galt
PHILADELPHIA. streets are anxious for the water while the second trophy went to Mrs. ing it for the owner. It was at first Anigrewa gave his personal attention
House yesterday morning - an•d' *in
company to extend its mains along Glauber who drove the black mare of thought to be the animal' of Mr. in carrying forward the work.
t, L. Van hfeter. ,
continue until Friday evening, offerPhiladelphia, Oct. rq —The first that block which at present has not
Thomas Chalk, but was not. The lat
ing in the meantime the most ad- great rally of the regular republicans benefit of the service. On they putBeist gentleman rider attracted ter had his horse stolen from in front
Ridgely Investigates Bank.
vanced views of many of the state's in this ckty "Was held last night'un- ing in a request to that effect the these entries: Mr. Ben Frank, Will of the Third street Methodist church
Two weeks ago Comptroller Ridge
most eminent physicians.
Mr. night before last, while he was in- ly spent several days in Pittsburg
der their auspices. The rneetipg was aldermen ordered the, company to Deakins and Dick Williams.
Williams got first prize and Mr. side hearing the 'sermon.
The meeting this year has added in the Atadertry of Music. The crowd make the necessary extension.
examining into the securities of the
interest because it marks half a cen- was large. Among the ten speaker's
Ghia James Woods of the fire de- Frank the second.
Pennsylvania Development company.
tury in the history of the oriinniza- were Governor Pertnypacker anti Seri
. Best single driving horse. The ent
WilliamJ. Bryan at Tokio charms
fon About 500 members' were pres- alor Penrose.
(Continued on Page Pour.)
tries were Messrs) Arthur Pryor, Ben audience by his eloquence.
,
(Continued on Second Page.) •
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MEET THE HORSE SHOW

A BANK WRECKED

Session of Interest With All In Spite of Weather Attracted Many Last Night.
Members Present.

Destroy a Pennsylvania Institution,
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DISMISS SCHOOLS A BANK WRECKED
PUPILS GO HOME AT NOON
TODAY SO TEACHERS CAN
MEET.

ARMSTRONG HOME

(Concluded From Page One.)

THE INJURED ENGINEER WAS
TAKEN FROM HOSPITAL
YESTERDAY.

Planning to Remodel?
If you oontem.plate remodeling
your present home now or in the
near future, you should study the
subject of Plumbing.
A little kasowledge on the subject will
be beneficial to you in the selection of the
best material and fixtures and in their proper
location throughout the home.
If you will call and consult us, we will
give you attractive literature on modern sanitation and will show you the samples of
liteeihre Ware we have hi our showrooms.

He went away and advised his bank
examiner that as soon as he could
reach the Enterprise National bank
Outlined Program Furnished Teachhe should examine its books and
Messrs Buker and Neuffer Went
ers, Showing Musical Study
compel .the directors to take up the
South From This City YesterFor Three Ensuing Months.
Pennsylvania Development
comday—Railroad News.
pany's paper for cash or Other securties.
Today at noon all public schools
Cunningham entered the bank
Yesterday morning Engineer J.
dismiss and there are no studies this Tuesday at
o'clock, At midnight
T. Armstrong was moved from the
afternoon, .this being the date for v.ith Cashier Clark,
he left' the
Illinois Central railroad hospital, to
the monthly meeting of the teachers books, to begin the work again yeshis residence on West Broadway,
and professors who every four weeks terday. Clark was about
to leave his
He has recovered sufficiently to be
hold gatherings just among them- home tor the bank
Lytillie
E.
Plail
sesn'
a
today when he
dismissed from the institution and
selves for purpose of studying and changed his mind, took
timetable Oempound be cared for at home. He has been
a dose of
discussing the method of recitation laudanum arid
shot himself in the Is a positive ours tow all those painful
as laid down in McMurry's book head.
aihnente of women. It will entirely laying up at the hospital for nearly
• which the educators of the city
;Francis J. Torrance, head of the owe the worst forms of Female Com- six weeks now, with the injuries he
schools have selected as the basis Standard Manufacturing
all Ovarian troubles, Inflam- received at the horrible Ohion, Tenn.,
company plainta,
mation and Ulceration. Falling and wreck which resulted in the death of
fol- their study and literary work this and one of the leading republi
cans of Displacements of the Womb
and con- several persons. While he was in the
year. This is the first monthly Pennsylvania,
who has been closely eequent Spinal Weakness, and is
hospital pneumonia developed and
meeting since the schools opened, as identified with
the workings of the pecu iarly adapted to the Change qf
for
days he lay between life and
right after the fall resumption of bank is lying at
the point of death. Lip. Every time it will cure
death, but being possessed of a
the buildings last month, the teach- Clark, the cashier
now dead; W#. R.
strong and hearty constitution, he
ers met and organized their class Andrews, formerl
y of Pittsburg, nor
It has cured more cams of Leueor- finally pulled
for the season and adopted this meth- territorial representative
through, and was yesof No rhos& than any other remedy Ube world terday
sent home. He can walk on
od of recitation as their study. Pro- Mexico at Washing
ton, and former hasever kn. It is almost infallible
Do you want a first class Job by an
fessor Payne of the high school de- State Senator Kenned
such eases. It dissolves and expels crutches.
y had, it ap- in
Tumors from the Uterus in an early
partment leads this afternoon's dis- pears, been
the main figures- in the stage of development.
expert Iworkman? If you do take
That
cussions, that will be based on the Santa Fe.'ateal
Gone South.
. The option, if closed,
first two chapters of the book. The ment a fortune
8kar4.
Yesterd
lpillO
ay afternoon at i o'clock
W111 Feeling,
to each of those
It to
meeting is held at the Washington named.
eauaing pain, weight and headache, is Nflessrs Joseph Buker and William
Instantly relieved and permanently Neuffer' left on a "dead" freight for
building by the instructors.
cured by its use. Under all circum- the southern lines of the
I. C. They
Politicans Get $700,000.
stanced; it sots in harmony with the are
the assistant superintendents of
Musical Studies.
The bank had been carrying, ac- female system. It corrects
machinery for the entire system, and
Mrs. Daisy Winfrey, the music in- cording to the
best information,
224 Broadway,
binmuslarlty,
Paducah,Hy.
were here yesterday morning inspectstructor for the schools has outlined about $700,000 in
paper on Pennsyl- Suppressed or Painful Menstruation, ing
the local machine shops. They
the study in this line for the ensu- vania politicians. Among
this was Weakness of the Stomach,Indigestion, are
aboard private car No. 6, and
ing three months, and Superintend- $zoo,000 for Andrew
s and others on Bloating, Flooding, Nervous
ent Lieb is now making a copy of the Santa Fe
ticia,Readache. General Debility. Also after looking over things here went
deal.
the outlins, one to be presented to
44444++.44-1-4.444444-04+4-144.11
Yesterday evening while Cashier
Olzatiess, Faintness, on South.
each teacher of the schools. The Clark worked over
his books Presi- Extreme Lasaitude, "don't-care" and
outline will show what stage of music dent G. Gwinner
. Left For Home.
of the bank dropped "went-to-be- left-alone"feeling.
will be taught the children each day in to see him.
Mr. W. T. Dinsen and wife yesIrritability, nervousness, sleepHe asked if anything
during the coming three months, and was wrong.
leasness. flatulency, melancholy or the terday morning left for their home
"blues," and
by each teacher being furnished a
e. These are in Waterloo, Iowa, after spending
"I'll give you ;Imo:xi, •Mr. Clark, mire indicationsbackach
of Female Weakness, the night before here with
copy of the outlined programme,
friends.
if you need it for a time," said the some derangement of the Uterus. For
they will know one day just what old presiden
Mr. Dineen is the detective formerly
t. "I am afraid all is not
Missy boompialtate
to expect the next day from. the well here.*
in charge of the Louisville division.
and Backache of either sex the Vegeta- but who now has charge of all dimusical director, and let the children
"Thank you, Mr. Gwinner, but the ble Compound isNaneq
ualed,
prepare accordingly, ahead of time. bank
visions west of the Mississippi river.
is all right and I'm all right."
You can write Mrs. Pinkham about
This is the first time this has been said Clark
as he bowed the president yourself in strictest confidenoe.
dope and it is believed much,ad- out.
Passenger Mileage.
MIA R. POWS NM. CO., Lpiut. Maas,
ditional good will be accomplished
General Agent John T. Donovan,
Clark took a dose of laidanum, but
by letting the teachers and students it was
of the I. C. here, has received nonce
not of sufficient size to kill
know before hand what their next him.
He persuaded his family that paid this note out of his own pocket. from the general passenger departinstruction in music will consist of.
ment of the road, that after Novemit had been a mistake and, drinking
ber 1st, the Illinois Central will aca cup of coffee, ordered his carriage
Says It Will Kill Party.
Teacher Resigned,
cept Central Passenger association
brought to the door in order that he
Preside
nt Gwinner is one of the mileage
'Miss Edna Barnett, the teacber of might not be late at
on the lines North of the
the bank. He best known financiers of Pennsylthe sixth grade at the Washington kissed his wife
and four children vania. This is the second time his Ohio river, including that from Evbuilding, has resigned her position, good-by and
with a song on his lips fortune has been swept away. In 1877 ansville to Poeria. and Chicago. Only
and until a successor is secured the went out pn the
long back porch of he was caught in the Bank of Mien- the Western Passenger association
room is being looked after by Pro- his &soon° home
Of Paduasda, Kentuckly.
and there, pulling a chester failure, which, strange to say, mileage was accepted heretofore on
fessor W. E. Everett, who is of the revolver, shot himself
through the was in the same building now occu- these divisions.
Capi
departmental corps for the seventh head, falling
tal and Surplus $155,000
unconscious on the pied by the Enterprise National bank.
and eighth grades at that building. floor.
Coal
For
Employe
s.
"The building is a booboo," wept
His departmental duties are being
Heretofore railroad employes have
the president. "But all would have
cared for by the balance of the teachbanded
in crowds of twelve or so, ED P. NOBLE, PRES..
Panic Seises the City.
0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
been well had the politicians but let
ers 4if the seventh and eighth.
bought coal by the carload from the
The news that Cashier Clark had our people alone. This has
N.
W.
VAN
killed
CULIN CASHIER.
Superintendent
Lieb
regretted shot himself spread like wildfire and
more than Mr. Clark. It has killed mines and then gotten advantage of
Transacts all regular banking business. Solicits your deposits
greatly for Miss Barnett to resign something
the
reduced
. Pays
freight
rates granted
akin to a panic seized busi the republican party in Pennsylvania,
and willingly offerred to transfer her nese men.
There had been published or at least I hope so, for it has been them by the I. Cl to bring the car per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes in ire
to any of the buildings she de•ired, some time ago
here from the mines. Getting here proof vault
the fact that the En- responsibk for all our troubles
for rent at $3 to Ste per year as to sirs. You carry your
as she is a good teacher, but she pre- terprise
owe
the employes would divide the fuel
National had been 4ealing
ferred giving up the arduous work with state
between themselves. The retail coal key and no one but yourself has access.
funds, and it was feared
that affected her health.
dealers oppose this and the railroad
that the cashier's act portended that
has agreed not to let the employes
all was not right. There were loud
Per Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work
Back In Schools.
buy that way anymore, but where
Use
calls from the public for affirmation
Miss Clara Anderson yesterday or denial
the
ebploye
s
buy from., the dealer
of this rumor, but none
resumed charge of her first grade at were
forthcoming, the officials of the GRADUALLY THE LOUISIANA the latter will give there, a rebate to
the Washington building, after a hank
the extent of the reduced freight rate
evidently choosing to take refPOINTS ARE REMOVING
several days illness, during which uge
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monume
the road makes the retail dealers.
in silence.
ntal and
ALL
QUARA
NTINE
time her children were instructed by
Building purpoeea, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON
Andrews, who is back from New
EXPOSMiss Mlsrie Wilcox.
*sic() for a time, was seen this
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does
Big Engines Here.
not beSix of the new Soo class of enevening.
come dark and discolored.
Return of Many Fever Fugitives and
gines have arrived here for use on
"Yes, I've heard Clark is dead,"
Coming of President Having
LET ME TELL YO U MORE ABOUT IT
he said. "Too bad, ain't it Me? (311,
the Louisville division
They are
Enlivening Effects.
twice as heavy as the old ones now
I don't) know anything about the
used here.
bank's affairs. Clark, Torrance arm
THE GRACE TRUSTEE WANTS Kennedy took care of the financial
New Orleans, Oct. Tn.—There has
SOLE AGENT, 16oe TRIM BLE ST., PADUCAH,
end of. things. I don't know anyWatchman Resigned.
KY.
THAT BUSINESS LISTED
been for several days an influx of
Day Whtchnian Win. Bailey, of
thing about it."
ALSO.
people coming back to the city from
the I. C. yards, has resigned and no
With this the New Mexico reprenorthern points, whence many went
successor yet chosen.
sentative strolled down the street
on the appearance of fever. All trains
with a nonchalant air.
are coming truly crowded. But the
There Was Continued Until NovemJust why the fouso.000 of the PennMEETING WELL'ATTENDED
crush is looked for tomorrow and
ber 8th. the W. T. Keeling ProDAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
sylvania
Development
compan
y Sunday. The coming of President
ceeding—Other Suits.
Hundreds of Stockholders of Illinois
came to be floated with the EnterRoosevelt is attracting many. The
Central Present Today..
prise hank to put through a deal
This fine modern hotel is now open under a ii
railroads today announce a how rate
with the Santa Fe road—a $1.000,
from all the surrounding country on
The trustee of the Henry Grace 000 deal, as it
Chicago. ill., Oct. 19.—It is safe management,for guests at. the
was advertised—is the occasion of Preside
nt Roosevelt's to say that never before in the hisbankruptcy case has filed a petition something ,that
must be explained visit to New Orleans and
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
that fact tory of American railway companies
before Referee E. W.' Bagby, of the later. That the
Saino,rxxi was state is expected to give still further
as- was the annual meeting of a railbankrupt court, asking that the bank- funds is almost
Very best, accommodations at reasonable rates
certain. Asked why sistance to breaking the quarant
ines road company as well attended by
rupt be compelled to list an amend- his bank accepte
d this paper, Presi- that now exist because
of the wide- bona fide stockholders as the annual
ed schedule, which will include liabili dent Gwinner
said tonight that he spread desire among Louisia
nians meeting of the Illinois Central
ties and assets for the partnership did not know.
railand Mississippians to see the presi- way,
business Grace maintained with Taywhich was held here yesterday.
dent.
Dawson3S9rIngs, Kentucky:
lor 0. Fisher before the later sold
Other railroad companies, as a rule,
Prey on Old Man's Wealth.
West Baton Rouge parish is the have always
his interest to Grace. Referee Bagby
discour
aged
"But as president of the hank why
their stocklatest to throw her doors open to holders
has set this trustee's petition for didn't you know
particularly those holding
all about paper tar- the world and Plaquen
ine pari,i.h will only a few shares, from attending
bearing on the 23rd of this month.
en in by your bank?"
remove its quarantine Sunday.
the annual meetings and most of
"I'm afraid I was only a dummy
The number of patients in the the stock
Keeling Case.
was voted by proxies. The
president. Mr money counted, not
emergency hospital has now dropped director
(laoorporated.1
Yesterday the referee took up the me." said the
s of the Illinois Central, howold president, who has to eighteen and will
be further re- ever, desired that as many stockbankruptcy proceeding of W. T. sunk most of his
Gene
ral Cartage Business,
fortune in trying to duced today. At Kenner hospital
, holders as possible should attend the
Keeling, of Marshall county. For dif- hold the bank
up while the politicians which will soon be closed,
only five meeting in person and to that
ferent reasons though there was of the state
end Superior Facilities for
OfVce
preyed on it.
patients remain under treatment.
nothing done, and the matter continuoffered free transportation over its Handl
"Only a dummy president, I paid
Freig
ing
ht,
Machi
nery
ed over until November 8th, which their
2nd and Monroe7
lines to all holders of one or more
bills," he repeated.
The present Panama commission shares to Chicago
is the day after the election. The
and return. It is And Household Goods.
The last statement of Gwinner has done
Both 'Phones tr
some good work in the way believed that other railroad compan
lawyers asked that it be made after brought
out further investigation and of retrenchment. In reorganizing
the election, as they will be busy it
the ies will be compelled to imitate this
was found that some time ago it Washin
gton bureau a number of ,the example in the future.
with politics before that time.
was made known among bankers that clerks
have been dismissed and sevall was not right in the Enterprise eral
offices abolished. Salaries c4 of- ALASKA'S GOVER
Hessig Distillery.
NOR
hank of Alkgheny. President Wil- ficials who
formerly received $3,000
Frank Ml. Barnard has never yet son
UNDER SEARCHLIGHT
I. Shaw of the Bank of Pitts- a year have
paid for the Ilessig distillery which
been placed at $.2,000, and
burg, meeting President Gwinner on former
he bought from the trustees of
$2,00o ralaries have been re- President Has Been
the the street, said to him: "Better get
Asked to Probe
duced to 1$.6o0. The treasurer of
Dr. Herman 'Hessig bankruptcy proOfficial Acts.
back home and attend to your bank. the
commission, James G. Jester, with
ceeding. Barnard paid $soo to bind
Washington, Oct. t9.--The presiAccident, Life, Liability, Steam BoilerIt's rotten."
a salary of $3,000, is now doing the dent has been asked
the deal, with sale bond executed
to investigate
President Gwinner made some in- work of
for the other $8,500, but when the
three former officials whose charges against Gov. Brady. of Alasvestigation when the first of the cash- aggrega
te salaries amounted to $t2,- ka. He is said to have lent himbond fell due Barnard did not pay ier's
alleged had work was made
It, and the trustees granted him a
self in an improper way to the prohare. Clark had given a note for 390.
little extension of time.
motion of a speculative mining en- Office Phone 369.
$.2on,000 to the Bank of Pittsburg,
Residence Phone 726
A courtesan named Linnie Rice. " terprise.
making the Enterprise National bank Mho is
said
to
have
President forbids cabinet members of
been frOm Ballard
'Hit
name
was
used
statione
on
ry,
Alleghany steatite for it, this County, Ky.,
to discuss with newspaper corresstricided Wednesday in and in other ways, it is claimed, he
without the knowledge of the presi- Cairo by
taking carbolic acid The , was instrumental in inducing
pondents what takes place at meetpurdent or other directors of the hank. only known
infs.
cause for the act was chasers to invest in
what was not a
President GAIwin r to save a scandal dispond
ency because of
legitimate property.
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DOWN TiSEVENTH

LOST AGAIN

COMMISSIONER ROSE BEGINS WILLIAM MILLER LOSES SUIT
WORKING ON THE SIDE
AGAINST THE METROPOLSTREETS.
ITAN LIFE.

AS AN ATTORNEY
MRS. BERTHA NAHM EXECUTED POWER TO LAWRENCE
DALLAM.

Take City Electrician Medoff Until Tomorrow at Kansas City Comes Up Louis and Henry Cornillaud Make
First of Year to Finish ExamDivision of Property—Wedding
the Question of Granting Bond
ining Wires.
Licenses ,Iasued.
to Tom Lynn.
••
Commissioner C. C. Rose, of the
fire in-urance bureau 'here, has finished inspecting the buildings on both
sides of Broadway, from First to
Seventh street, and finds that all but
a few are in clean and tidy condition.
•Those found in bad shape were given orders to clean up'," or the fire insurance rates will be raised. Commissioner Rase will now commence
examining the stores on the cross
streets intersecting Broadway, and
see what shape they are in. While
doing this he will dart in here and
there where on Broadway he found
the premises in had shape, in order
to see if they have cleaned up.

LII

IC

•

4..

Mg,

I 4m•-mt
i
Wire Inspections.
City Electrician Gilsdorf continues
inspecting the electrical wires entering all buildings of the city, and he
cannot pot.sibly get this work done
within the six months, for which he
'a .ployed by the city authorities,
at the instance of the fire insurance
companies which complained about
fires starting from defective wiring,
until the municipal officials put in the
inspector to see that all connections
were properly made.
,It will be impossible for him to finish this work before the end of the
year, and Chief James Wood, of the
-fire deportment, believes it would pay
the city to continue Gilsdorf's services permanently, as money can be
waved in this manner.
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Mrs. Bertha Nahm has conferred
power of attorney upon Lawrence
Dallam and the documents to this effect were yesterday lodged with the
county clerk for record.
Property Transferred.
Louis Cornillaud has transferred
property to Henry Cornillaud in mak
ing a division of land in th county,
and the deed was filed yester y for
record.
\s,
Albert F. Ales bought from J.
Wi McClanahan for $800, land lying
1•15n the Blandville road.
Edward Vaughan sold to George
Schmause for $75, land out in the
county.
Land in the county has been sold
to WI F. Biradshaw by George
Schmause for $250
Henry Schmause deeded to George
Schmattse for $85, land lying in the
county.,
For $225 land in the county was
sold by Charles Cousins to George
Schmause.

We have just opened an up-to-date and well stocked hardware department for our establishment, and are carrying a mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Graniteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools. Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by the
leading houses of the country.
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with leadinghouses, we are in position to give the best for the least money.
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.

U. Rehkopt Saddlery Co.,
109 South Znd Street,
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CHIEF BACK

Paducah, Kentucky.

ENGINEER HELD

Licensed To Wed.
The clerk issued a marriage license to T. MI Oswald, aged 45 and
EDWARD CLOOGAN MUST ANSarah Crane, aged 44, both of the
SWER FOR CUTTING HARcity. Each have been married once
RY ALLEN.
before.
Colored people securing certificates
to marry were Verney Oates, aged 27
and Lula Austin, aged 25 of the city; Postponements Until Today Were
Given in Charges Against the
Artist Danner, aged 23, and ha
Hale Brothers.
Danner, aged 21, of the city.

Bond Tomorrow.
Tomorrow at Kansas City there
will be taken up the question of releasing Thomas Lynn on bond, and
Just as soon as the court fixes the
amount of his bail the Armour packing house will furnish the surety to
guarantee the appearance of the
young fellow before the court. His
father, Mr. Enoch Lynn, yesterday
said he had beard nothing from the
boy since the coroner's jury acquitted
In the police court yesterday mornhim last Monday.
ing
Engineer Edward Cloogan, of the
During a friendly argument at KanIllinois
Central railroad, was held
sas City the lad struck his roommate,
over to the grand jury by Judge SanBert Arnoss, with a club and killed
KET MANY OF THE PLAYERS ders on the charge of maliciously cut
FIVE COUNTS WERE SUSTAINhim. Both were employed at the
AT CINCINNATI,
ED IN BEEF TRUST INting the throat of Harry Allen sevrace track there.
OHIO.
DICTMENT.
eral weeks asso during a fight on
Broadway near Eighth street. His
Returns Today.
bond
was fixed at $300 and he execut
expected
Hon. Hat Corbett is today
District Attorney Says Elimination from Pennsylvania, where he went Says the Interest Was at High Pitch ed surety with Hendrick, Miller &
Marble on his bond. They are his atOver the Race for World's
of Monopoly Feature Will Have
and argued before the board of partorneys. It was shown that Cloogan
Pennant.
No Vital Effect.
dons the case of James Ezell, the
made a disparaging remark about a
young man sentenced to death for
young lady, and this was resented by
killing another railroader. Mr. CorAllen, which brought on the fight.
Manager
Harry
Uoyd
of
the
baseto
trying
to
board
get the
Chicago, Oct. isi,—Federai Judge J. bett is
Until today was continued the pro'Otis Humphrey gave a divided decis- commute his sentence to life imprison ball club of this city, has returned
ceeding
charging Jerry Davis with oh
after
a
month's
visit
in
Cincinnati,
alion on the demurrer of the meat merit.
accompanied by his family which has taming money under false pretenses
packers charged with illegal conspibeen there the guests of relatives. by getting groceries from Walter
Webb Case Goes Over.
racy. He overruled the portion of
Chief Lloyd has reserved for next Matthew on claiming he, Davis, was
At Mayfield there has been continthe demurrer in which the packers
year
alb of his old men except those employed by the I. C. and would pay
attacked the odd-numbered counts, ued until October 30th the examining
for the articles on getting his month's
charging conspiracy in restraint of trial of Deputy Sheriff Finis Webb, which were drafted into the major
salary.
leagues,
but
while
at
the
Queen
City
trade. The demurrer to the even- who shot Chester Lear two weeks
Bigger 'Hale and Brownie Hale, col
numbered counts, charging monopoly ago as the boy was escaping, after met all the players of that metropoliwere given continuances until
ored,
tan
town,
and
he
can
get
all
the
being put out of the fair grounds, inwas sustained.
today of the cases charging them
United States District Attorney to which he slipped without paying good men he needsfor next year, if
he desires them. Many wanted to with stealing cigars from Taylor 0.
Morrison said that the elimination of his admission.
sign
up with him, but he wants to Fisher for selling some to different
monopoly
the
indictthe
counts from
wait
until time to gather together parties here in the city.
ment would not vitally affect the pros SHAW WILL RETURN TO IOWA
Will Hornsby and Nina Robinson
the
club
so as to have the pick and
nxmopoly
iecution, as the charge of
were
fined $20 each for fornication.
choice
and
take
the
of
all
of
them,
Is also made in the conspiracy counts. Denies Report He Will Head New
They are colored.
best.
CinManager
Lloyd
was
in
Norw Corporation.
Following the decision counsel for
Si Armstrong was fined $io for
cinnati while the New York and
the packers asked leave to extend his
striking Lanni Lindsay, negress.
Philadelphia
teams
were
playing
for
Washington,
Oct.
la—Secretary
demurrer to the third count of the
indictment and to the first count to Straw once more denies the report the world's championship, and he reCOMING HOME.
which he previously announced he that 'he will go to New York to head ports that the fans there went "bug"
institution over the contest. Cincinnati is a
would enter a plea of not guilty. The a prominent financial
court allowed this and then overruled when his term in the Cabinet ends. rendezvous for ball players during Mr. Sim Hecht Starts Home and Will
Settle Up Carnival Business.
the demurrer to the first count. This This time the story comes from his the time they are not out with their
clubs, and it was a .great sight to
kevenly divided the indictment, five home town, Denison, Ia.
Mr. Sim Hecht, treasurer of the
It is not believed here that Sec- witness the effect the result of each
4qcounts, first _third, fifth, seventh and
game
would
have
on
the
enthusiasts.
Carnival Association, today
Paducah
retary
Shaw
has
any
other
intention
*ninth, being sustained, and second,
Manager Lloyd will shortly return leaves New York for this city, he
fourth, sixth, eighth and tenth being than to return to Iowa when he
declared insufficient. Judge Humphrey leaves the cabinet. It is well under- to his first love of foreman upon the having been to that Eastern metropgave the defendants until Monday stood that he has presidentiai ambi- marine plants, and remain there dur- ohs on business the past two weeks.
in the Just as soon as he returns the fall
next to enter special Ora in the cases. tions, which would be ruined if he ing the cold months. Early
spring he will start things off for the carnival promoters will have a meetTbe court announced to defending went to New York to head a big
ball season, and probabilities are ing, check over all their accounts and
counsel that when they finally plead corporation.
that Paducah will he the coming sea- settle up the business incurred by
guilty or not guilty for their clients
son in a league larger than the old their venture. This cannot be done
the defendants need not necessarily BODY OF SIR HENRY
IRVING CREMATED. K. I. T. which has about gone to until the return of Mr. Hecht, who,
appear in person.
as treasurer, had charge of paying
London, Oct. 18.—At an early pieces.
Catcher Grover Land is expected out and receiving all the money made
Sir
hour
this
morning
the
of
body
ARMED TROOPS TO
here within the next week for a short at the festival.
ENFORCE THE LAW. Henry Irving was removed in great
The ladies of the Charity club who
secrecy to a crematorium, the name visit before going South for the winter.
had
charge of the American Inn, will
Military Given Rifles and Authority of which is not given, where it was
have a settlement on return of Mr.
surrounding
cremated.
The
secrecy
to Stop All Disorders.
Hecht. The money taken in at the
the event was due to the desire of SOUTH TO PAY DUTY ON
Inn
GIFTS.
is in charge of Miss Elizabeth
ROOSEVELT'S
';
MISS
family
to
avoid
publicity.
Tothe
Frankfort. Ky., Oct.. Isis—Colonel
Sinnott,
the tresourer of this depart19.—A
moveGa.,
Oct.
Atlanta,
Roger D. Williams, of the Second in-• morrow night the ashes will be taken
ment
for
that occasion.
raise
to
started
here
ment
has
been
in
acto
Westminster
Abbey
where,
fantry. Kentucky state guards, has
South
been ordered to proceed at once to cordance with custom, they will lie by popular subscription in the
PRIMARY TOMORROW.
Middlesboro and muster into service in St. Feith's chapel until the fun- $6o,000, or a sum sufficient to pay the
bestowed upon
presents
on
the
duty
Friday.
The
funeral
ceremony
on
company
organized
military
new
4 the
daughter of Livingston County Democrats Select
there This new detachment is form eral cortege will start from the resi- Miss Alice Roosevelt,
during her trip
president,
Candidate for County Atthe
in
Baroness
Burdett-Coutts,
dence
of
Albrecht,
instance
of
G.
W.
the
at
ed
Orient.
throttgh
the
torney.
Staratton
street.
Piccadilly,
which
president of the Law and Order
to show the
intended
plan
is
The
disthe
the
Baroness
has
placed
at
captain.
will
be
elected
who
league,
appreciation Of the South for the
In Livingston county tomorrow
Since the murder of Jack Bolen by posal of the family,
efforts in behalf there will be pulled off the primary
recent
president's
conditions
have
become
Frank Ball
between Russia and Japan, for the purpose of selecting the dem'such in the mountain city, he declares LARGE SUN SPOTS VISIBLE of peace
inaugurating the construction of ocratic nominee for county attorney.
in
no
the
officers
of
law
furnish
that
There are about five candidates and
protection whatever to the citizens, The Naval Observatory Announces the Isthmian Canal.
the race has been quite warm for over
Interesting
Discovery.
at
will
end murderers come and go
one
month past.
SHIP.
RUSSIAN
JAPS
FLOAT
upon the streets of the city. The new
Everitt Butler was the parLawyer
Washington,
Oct.
I8.—The
officials
Russian
bat18.—The
Oct.
Toklb,
of
be
militia will probably
• -company
nominee
for that position, but his
ty
at
the
naval
observatory
announce
tleship Podieda, sunk by the JapanEaiseigned to break up this lawlesshealth compelled him to refailing
a
solar
spots
that
large
group
of
durArthur
Port
harbor
of
ese
in
the
,. nem
was observed with the photohelio- ing the bombardment of that place sign and a special primary was called
graph
at that institution totiay. The last November, was refloated yester- for the purpose of choosing his sucDid Not Finish.
group
has advanced about two days day and will prove an addition to cessor. The aspirants for his place
Referee diagby did not finish yesdisc of the sun visible is the Japanese navy as she is a vessel have been out on a vigorous campaign
upon
the
case
with
the
John B. Hobson
terday
this
vicinity
and is located in _south of twelve thousand, seven hundred for the pat two weeks with their
so he could make a distribution
stump speech-making, awl the welkin
group can be seen big' tons.
latitude
The
in
the
$2,000
the
creditors
of
amongst
•
has been kept ringing.
telescope'
a
with
the
naked
eye,
but
the hands of the court.
it is resolved into a mass of small
John B. Atkinson, seventy-five
Florence Nightengale, the woman
years old, and a Pennsylvanian, who
Ferty years after the dose of our spots, closely grouped together.
visibte
spot
largest
sun
revolutionized the sick rooms
is
the
This
years
in
successive
who
forty
been
for
are
has
pension
demands
civil war the
the office of the second auditor for and hospitals of the civilized wogisl,
nearly $4,000coo in excess of the con since last spring.
the treasury department, claims he is is now eighty-Ave years old. The
gressional appropriation, and a specNational bank at Allegheny, Pa., is older by ten years in point of service $250,000 testimonial presented to her
ial deficiency bill will be introduced
at tile coming etscion of congress to wrecked because c4 large loans made than any other government employe a few years ago she gave to a school
for trained nurses.
in Washington.
to state politicians.
wee up the deficit.

, Ky.

or

The appellate court at Frankfort
has affirmed the decision of the local
circuit court in the damage suit of
William L. Miller against the Metropolitan Life Insurance company,
wherein plaintiff loses in both courts.
The plaintiff is a brother of Lawyer John G. Miller, of this city, and
formerly worked for the insurance
company in question. When he resigned his place the company afterward had him arrested On the ground
that he was short in his accounts. He
easily cleared himself, showing a
proper accounting had been made for
every cent reaching his hands. He
then filed suit for damages against
the company on the ground that the
arrest .was false and malicious.
He got damages for $1,800 at the
first trial and the insurance company
carried the matter to the appellate
bench, which set aside the verdict of
the lower court and ordered a new
trial. At the second hearing the
plaintiff lost in the local tribunal, but
again appealed. There he. lost also,
at Frankfort.

NEW HARDWARE HOUSE

•

Do you want a clock that will
keep accurate time?
You can find it here.
The dainty ornamental clock—
the substantial mantel clock, or the ponderous hall
clock, all are here.
Reliabk time keepers in all styles and sizes.

J. LWolff

Jeweler

TOBACCO BURNED CIRCUIT COURT
G. H. WARNEKIN SUES TOBAC- JUDGE REED HAS ABOUT GOTCO MEN OF MAYFIELD
TEN EVERYTHING READY
FOR LOSS.
FOR WORK.

N. J. Jones Claims the Feedstuff She Judgment for $103.40 Given Againat
Got From Paducahana Was UnGrace & Fisher in Favor of Kauffit for Use.
man Bros. & Bondy.

G. H. Warneicin, of Clarksville,
Tenn., filed suit against It W. Green,
J. W. Griffith and J L. Sherrell, of
Mayfield, for $261.25. The plaintiff
had some tobacco which the defendants were storing for him. He claims
it was understood that the hogsheads
were to be stored at ,a certain place,
and believing it was there plaintiff
took out fire insurance policies covering it. It happened, however, that
the defendants did not store the weed
at the place agreed on, but had it in
another building which burned and
destroyed the hogsheads and contents
The insurance policy Warnekin took
out did not cover for the building in
which the goods were stored, therefore the loss is a complete one, and
he sues the defendants for value of
the hogsheads. •
Value of Hay.
N. J. Jones, of Mayfield, yesterday
filed suit in the circuit court against
L. Harth, Joseph Harth, John Harth,
James A. Rudy and W. F. Paxton
for $293.08. Plaintiff states that he
bought from defendants two carloads
of hay which they shipped to Mayfield for her. She paid the sum mentioned aboye before seeing the feedstuff. On examining the hay she
says it was found to be useless and
in bad condition, and the defendants
refused to take same back, hence
suit :or the amount she paid for it.
Wants Divorce.
Wallace Perry sued Aggie Perry
for divorce. They were married here
during March, 1902, and he claims she
abandoned him during March, 194
For this act on her part he wants the
court to annul their martial ties.
CITY PHYSICIAN.
Dr. Hearne Acting Until Return of
Dr. Phil Stewart.
Dr R. E. Hearne is acting city phy
sician in place of Dr. W. J. Bass, off
on his bridal tour. The former will
continue in this capacity of looking
after the city patients for Dr. Bass,
until the latter's partner, Dr. Phil
Stewart returns today from Louisville, where he has been 'attending
the state medical society, and who
upon his return will relieve Dr.
Heart* and act as city physician
until Dr. Bass gets back from his
wedding tour.

Tomorrow Judge William Reed will
finish calling the docket, making orders and transacting the other preliminary business at the circuit court,
and get everything ready for empanel
ment of the petit jury Monday, and
trial of the respective proceedings before the tribunal. He has performed
a world of business this week, but by
his usual expedition has gotten things
nearly done for the seven weeks' session coming on.
There was set for trial yesterday,
on the 17th day of this term, the
suit of Emma Allison, executrix of
the late H. C. Allison, against the Fidelity Mutual Life Insurance company, which matter is a proceeding
wherein plaintiff claims defendant will
not pay the amount of the life insurance policy the deceased carried.
For the 8th day the court set for
trial the suit of Josie Sebastian
against Lucile Thompson, wherein
the former is trying to regain possession of her house defendant occupies
in the red light district on West
Court sarect.
Judgment for $103.40 was given
Kaufman Bros. & Bondy against
Henry Grace and Taylor 0. Fisher,
it being for goods plaintiffs sold defendants for the latter's cigar store.
There was dismissed absolutely the
action, of Flournoy vs. Potter.
Lawyer David A. Cross was allowed $28 for serving as police judge
during the absence of the regular
judge, D. L Sanders, while the latter
was sick.
The plaintiff executed bond for
costs of the suit of the First Nationa: bank of 'Chicago, against Campbell Flournoy, George C. Wallace and
H. H. Loving, for money claimed
due on a note defendant owes for bor•
rowed money.
There was filed a report of sale by
the master commissioner in the suits
of Turner vs. Whitmer, Robinson &
Company vs. Read, Minnie Pearson
vs. Elmus Carter, West End Improve
ment company vs. R. 0:- Caldwell,
and Walker vs. Walker.
New Type of Street Car.

(Toronto Mail and Empire.)
Montreal has a new type of railway
car. The passenger enters at the
rear end and passes through a doorway, where the conductor, in a species of ticket office, collects the fare.
It is stated that the company gathers
in 25 per cent more fares in this car
The storm which visited Soroto, than it did in the old type. This is
Ill., Wednesday, destroyed forty one of those reforms that street railhouses and killed eight people and way companies find out for them..
wounded many others.
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ticable,to emulate.—Nashville Banner.
'TO REMOVE
AND
PIMPLES
But he couldn't help it. Seems to FRECKLES
In to Days, Use
be a hereditory disease.

PUBLISHED BY THE
The Owensboro Messenger says
REGISTER NEWSPAP.,ER CO.,
"Thomas Coxon was run over by a
(Incorporated)
'At Register Building, 523 Broadway. train and one leg cut off, but hie injuries are not thought to be serious."
JAMES E. WILHELM, President Wonder wife* they think is serious
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
up in Payless county?
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.

NADINOLA
The Complexion Beautifier
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THE KENTUCKY a
MATINEE AND NIGHT

SATURDAY, OCT. 21ST

partment, tiled his report, showing
the workings of this branch of the
municipal government for the month
Mesars. Martin & Emery's Dramatic Presentation of Richof September. It was filed for refWooer's Mystic Festival Play
ard
erence.
Licenses
to
saloons
open
The Fnaricial Debauch.
were
grant& the following parties: George
Entered at the postoffice of Padu- The astounding truth about our in-Becker, at 833 Caldwell street; Samcah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
dustrial corporations is laid bare in
uel...White at 908 Boyd street; Wilthe October World's Work, in an arliam Clements at Twelfth and TrimTerms to Subscribers.
ble streets..
$5.00 tick, "The. Sad Story of Industrial
One Year
Thomas J. Potter has bought the
2.50 Trusts." The writer says:
6ix Months
Oak
Grove cemtery burying lot of
Months
Three
1.25
"These facts and figures are but in
John Powell, of Evansville, and the
Based on the Legends of the Holy Grail, produced at an
.10 outline of 'the most terrific story of
One Week
s.
board ratified the transfer. Concurenormous cost enacted by a cast of 50 noted players.
fivancial debauch, perhaps, that has
rence was also taken in the act of
Anyone failing to receive this paper esti- !Kull, written in any language.
4•V
SPECIAL NCYTICE: For the convenience of "Parcifal"
selling
a burying lot to Mrs. -James
regulraly should report the matter *.) It reeks with crime. Perjury by bank
patrons
THE NADINOLA GIRL
the former rule of commencing the evening perScott.
The Register office at once. Tele- ers, by promoters and by officers of
(Formerly advertised and sold as
formance at 5:3o and giving a two-hour dinner intermission
John
Williamson,
E.
grant
was
Sr,
phone Cumberland 318.
compani.r s, double dealing in high
has been done away with. During this engagement the
SATINOLA.
ed the contract for making . headplaces and a hundred other crimes
No change in formula or package. stones or "markers"
curtain will rise at 7:45 sharp at the evening performance
that are to go
were committed in the formation of The name has only been changed to
and
1:45 at the matinee. Carriages may be ordered at it
to the head of the graves of parties
some of these combinations, to say avoid confusion, as we cannot afford
the evening and 5 in the afternoon. Auditors must be in
buried
public
the
in
grounds
Oak
at
41111201a
L A .1011/
nothing of, industrial naiad&
to have so valuable preparation con- Grove. He\will manufacture those
their seats at rise of first curtain, as no one will be seated
"The companies in this list of fused with any other.) NARINOLA
during the action of the play.
affairs for 8o cents, while the Downs
financial disasters- are selected from is guaranteed, and money w31 be remarble works bid go cents.
PRICES: Matinee, Sr, 75c, 50; box seats $1.50•
many. The great collapses in Colora- funded in every case where it fails to
The people on Woodward street
Night. hi so, ht. 75c, soc, 35c; box, Woo.
Friday Morning, Oct. 2o, 1905.
do Fuel and Iron, Dominion Coal, remove freckles, pimples, liver-spots,
in Mechanicsburg some weeks ago
Tickets ordered by mail will be promptly forwarded on reNational Asphalt, American Grass collar discclorations, biack-heads, dispetitioned the legislative authorities
Twine, Virginia-Carolina Chemical figuring eruptions, etc. The worst
ceipt of Money Order and Self-addressed envelope,
have that thoroughfare "graded."
to
Senator 'Allison is out for Secretary and dozens of other well known cor- 'isases in 2o days. Leaves the skin
SEATS ON SALE THURSDAY 9 A M.
An ordinance to that effect was
Yet this clear, soft, healthy, and restores the adopted, and the board of works
Shaw kir president on the republican porations are omitted.
Excursions will be run into the city from all surroundticket. The senator is a recognized slight record marks disaster in almost beauty of youth.
went ahead though and asked for
ing towns for this perfcrmance
every line Of industry. The list bePrice
50
cts
and
$1.00.
Sold
in
bids for grading and also "graveling"
power in the republican clan, but gins with
the Allis-Shalmers com- each city by all leading druggists, or
the highway, thinking the ordinance
-hether he is strong enough to make pany, which manufactures heavy ma- by mail.
provided for both. The,. contract for
presidential possibility out of Mr. chinery of all kinds, and ends with
Prepared only by
the combined work was let to Conthe
so-called
'Building Trust.' One
.law is doubtful, especially as Mr.
tractor Edward Eaker, but about
might suppose from the tables that
Roosevelt seems to have also picked
then the board found the bill stipulatthe manufacturers of machinery, ships,
Sold in Paducah Ly all leading ed that "grading" alone should be
for the party a candidate. Then cars, s:iemicals, pumps, paper, salt,
druggists.
done. They thought this was an
again Mr. Allison and Mr. Shaw.are malt, oils, steel and iron and rope
oversight and that the solicitor had
high tariffites—are leaders in the had had a period of depression.
just left out the word "graveled" atid
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
"But that is not true. Trade recstand-pat movement within the party
asked that the measure be altered to
ords since 1897 show that it is not
—and Mr. Shaw is from Iowa, which
include the graveling too. As the restrue. In every single fine of industry
idents living along that thoroughfare
state is well filled with republicans the country has made great,
in fact
asked for grading alone, the alderwho are for a revision of the tariff phenomenal, idvances in the past
TODAY PRESIDENT
men ordered their petition be sent
ROOSEFINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES.
laws, these revisionists being led hy eight years. Why then have so many
VELT WILL BE IN AThack to them to see if it was agreeEverything
seasonable in the eatable line served to order. A
of
the
great trusts fallen upon bard
such men as Gov. Cummins, now 4tbe4
LANTA, GA.
able with them for the street to be
fine noonday lunch for 25 cents.
times?
graveled also, like the board of works
executive of the state, and wbb bave
"The an=wer is short. It is behad already contracted for. The conmade the "Iowa idla" (which means cause the creators of the.-e trusts
tract, however, has been held up una•revision of the tariff laws, a ttitprn made them for market profit rather Was Given Royal Reception Yestertil matters are rectified.
day While Passing Through
in the side of the g. o. p. It may be than for industrial development; beAt present there is no street leadHeart
of
Wirth
Carolina.
too early to foretell who the re b- cause they made and sold billions of
ing down from Meyers to the river
stocks and bonds where they should
front in Nilechanicsburg, and as much
licarrs will put at the head of
tr have made and sold
only millions;
passing back and forth exists there
next national ticket, but if the hapd- because, to induce the public to buy
Charlotte, N. C., Oct. 19.—The pres
the aldermen ordered that the board
ident's
writing on the wall mean: anything these inflated financial bubbles, they
tour through this state today
of works take up the question of
it will not be Mr. Shaw. It wilt- be made these combines pay dividends has been one most flattering. The running Clements street from its
We Write Anything in Insurance
Secretary of State Root or a reptib- that they could not properly afford to people at aH the points he has rioted present terminus at Meyers, down
pay; and, finally, because there came have'given him a most cordial recepthrough the private property clear Mace 306 Broadway
Phones: Office 385—Resideses1096
bean with pronounced and clearly:ipn- at last a time in
which the people re- tion. Last night the presisient. left , to the water's edge, so a nice paspounced .(ariff revision views. 1hr fused to buy these stocks and bonds, Richmond at 7 p. in. aad • &fleet
sageway can be accorded for that ssec to the quarantine station some bed1 Public OCMOtience venom PeNdes
fact is, as it now appears, the head and, frightened almost into panic, night's ride canse into Raleigh at 8:3o tion. The board
is to make a report ding and furnishings from his hotel,
hurled
o'clock
them
morning,
this
back
into
where
was
Wall
the
be
street
of the next republican national ticket
back to the legislative officials, show- for use of a smallpox patient taken I
(St. Louis Republic.)
is more likely to be Gov. Cummins market regardless of the conde- greeted by Lieutenant Governor Wins ing what the cost of the private prop- from the hostelry.
The officials: The country at large is exhibiting
quences."
ton and Mayor Johnson with military erty would
be.
than Secretary Shaw or Secretary
promised to pay him for the articles, an interest
escort and a citizens' committees. The
in what ordinarily would
'At present the drainage at SecRoot either for that fact.
Gen. Luke E. Wright
party proceeded at once to doe sta e ond and Jackson streets is so poor but after ruining them refused, and be but a small municipal matter—the
fair grounds. The receiving party that after downpours of rain, the he brought snit in the court of Jus- election of New York's district attoetice Barber where he got judgment ney; but the interest
(Na•hville Banner.)
PennsylvanA comes forward with
was presented to President and Mrs.
of the country
It appears that the report that Gen. Roosevelt. The latter was presented surface water will not flow off, but for $38 against the city. The solicitor
a big bank sensation—a wrecked
is quite natural and a most wholeremains
there
a
pubble.
in
bowl
The
Luke E. Wright had rendered his res- with roses. The streets were packed
advised the aldermen to pay off the some indicationrof general
public tnoe
bank, the suicide of the cashier, etc.
ignation as governor-general of the with pe4ple. The pre•ident seood in of works was instructed to place judgment, and acting upon this the
als.
drain pipes there to carry same board referred the matter
The story varies but tittle from "any Philippines was without foundation.
to the
his carriage, bowing and smiling. He away.
That the country is "pulling
.
' for
•
Vild bank wrecking story" except that A Washington special to the New waved his hand to a crowd
finance committee with power to act.
of school
Jerome is significant of the non-partThere
ordinance
an
is
etisting
Mr. MeMeyers got a judgment lien quality of the people's
the cashier in this instance—though York Times says the statement con- children. The president was escortreal poproviding that telephone and telehe seems to have had full control— cerning Gen. Wright was attributed ed to the fair grounds where he de- graph poles shall be painted in this against the city for about $3oo for litical morality—the impartiality of
to Mr. Loeb, the president's private livered a notable speech.
The ad- city. Ap the law is not adhered to, injuries received by being thrown the genuine
political
conscience.
didn't steal all of the bank's money, secretary,
from his vehicle on Broad street.
and was based upon some dress dieted the greatest of apthe board of works was ordered to where a bad rut in the public high- Whether Jerome is a democrat or a
but instead loaned it to political graft gossip contained in a private letter
platoe. He left Raleigh at i p. m.
republican counts for nothing. Many
ers, the state being a heavy depositor, which was shown to the secretary, and at 2 was at Durham, where he see that the local companies obeyed way caused the rig to break down of h.s support:T.,
throughout the land,
same
and
adorned
with
their
poles
and throw him out. The solicitor probably the
and these fellows are worthless finan- and that after the publication of the spent fifteen minutes, meeting many a coat of nice painting.
majority of the people
advised this be paid off also, and
cially as well as otherwise. The state report Mr..Loeb was called upon Ear people and delivering a short address.
When Third street re-construction his suggestion was coincided in by who are hoping for his success, doan explanation at a cabinet meetini, He subsequently visited Greensboro,
work was starred, it was provided another motion to refer to the not know to which party he belongs
will be the loser to the tune of about at which the embarrassed
secretary High Point, Salisbury, talking briefly that
—nominally. (It would be wide from
concrete sidewalks should be laid
$700,000, unlerss, as an attache of the denied that he had authorized the re- at High Point and
Salisbury. He up from Kentucky avenue to Adams finance committee and let them settle the truth to say that he belongs to
the claim.
bank says,. the wrecking of the bank port that Gen. Wright had resigned. was here but a few minutes but made
either in fact.) Nor does it matter in
street, while—brick pavements should
On motion, the board adjourned.
will defeat the republican party in Secretary Taft has contradicted the a strong talk to an immense throng be from Adams to Broad. The city
the slightest that both partie have
story.that Gen. Wright had resigned at the depot. He left here at 7:15
repudiated him. The public is for
the state, which instance, if it should
let
the
contract
the
concrete
for
and *tat his successor had been se- and expects to make another undisDelight, of Fall Days.
Jerome against the field, without considewalks, but nothing was done
be the case, would be money lost lected. Gen. Wright,
says Secretary turbed run tonight and to reach At- about the
cerning itself as to who may be in the
brick
walks,
was
it
and
a
with profit, as paradoxical as the Taft, has expressed no dissatisfaction. lanta
(Boston Post)
tomorrow morning, where he mooted question whether the properfield, and the reason is that Jerome
statement may seem, Pennsylvania, He intends to visit Washington in De will attend the state fair during the
Given
health
and the ehysieal ca- conspicuously stands for aggressive
ty
owners
could
brick
their
old
use
pacity for appreciation of this season, and fearless honesty in office. li
several day.' He will tomorrow night con- and have
as the mapner of the wrecking of this cember and may spend
olitics
the work done themselves.
months in this country, but will re- tinue his trip from Atlanta and spend
and
man feels the joy of living in its as ordinarily understood does not enbank clearly indicates, is politically
This
question
some
weeks
ago
was
turn to the Philippines to look after Saturday partly in Birmingham. Mofullest extent. Mere existence is ex- ter into the question in the !lightest
referred to the city solicitor for him
cursed and if this loss will redeem important matters.
uberant. Its delights are the right degree.
After these mat- bile and Montgomery and reach New to construe
the ordinance, and now
her it will be "well spent money" in- ters have been arranged it is not
and the possession of the poorest as
Orleans the next day.
Which considerations offer the surthe legal advisor said if the people
improbable that Gen. Wright will gift
deed.
weH as the richest. There is no plu- est guaranty of support to any comwanted
to
have
work
the
done
themup the governorship and return home.
tocracy in nature. Wealth cannot petent man who will demonstrate the
Preparations at Birmingham.
selves, they would have to petition
The "machipe" is working overtime
Birmingham, Ala., Oct to—Birm- the city authokies to this effect, buy the joys which the humblest may principle of aggressive honesty in the
GOVERNOR OF CALIFORNIA ingham is making elaborate preparato induce the people to vote
gather
to do
. for themselves. And the in- performance of his official duties. He
but the pavement would have to be
.,at
for the future which- comes may count upon the backing of the
tions to accord the president a rowl laid under supervision of the cite: sptrion
away with the secret ballot and return
After Corporations That Have Failed welcome upon his arrival here. As te
with this season is universal. It is people of all parties and sects if he
to the ancient style of viva voce votengineer.
After
the solicitor made
to Pay Annual License.
steps from the train he will be met his report, however, Alderman Bell the time of new endeavor for new All stand up fearlesly for the right'
ing. But the machne is to be disapby a delegate from the locaircamp of stated that the private property own- enterprAes. The vigor which springs against the wrong; The appeal in a
San Francisco, Oct. 19.—A list of Confederate veterans
pointed; moat sadly disappointed.
and Miss Sophia ers had gone ahead and had the work in the sound mind in the sound body given instance may not be io wide
under the impulse of this period as that which Jerome makes to the
The people of the state are going to more than 30,000 corporations that Wittichen, sponsor for the camp, will already done, therefore it
was not makes
have failed to pay the annual license pin a handsome
for great accomplishment. The country, since the itre4Le has been presouvenir
Confederate necessary for the opinion now. Nothdefeat the proposed amendment and
tax of $to, as imposed at the recent badge upon the
harvest of the fields has been gath- sented openly and noftriouely
lapel
of
coat.
his
ing
was
by the
,lone.
will do well to do so. The greatest session of the legislature,
ered, but for humanity it is the seed- wrong in his case, as in the
was filed Miss Wittic'heu is a grandniece of Ad
The
city
similar
solicitor
laid
before
the
safeguard to the ballot is its secrecy, with the county clerk yesterday. miral Raphael
case of Folk. But it is plain to be
Semmes, of the Con- board ths great inconveniences oc- time of action.
and when this is not the case the elec The list is in the nature of a procla- federate navy who commanded the
read in the contlitiemx of the country
casioned
public
the
authorities
and
Proper Uwe for Spectacles.
tions are at the option of the grafter, mation of the governor, and is pre- cruiser Alabama. The Confederate others by people carrying away from
that the people everywhere appreciate
liminary to action, to cancel the char- veterans and
the honest and efficient public official,
sons of Confederate vet the City hail ordinances ansl other
the manipulator, the trickster and the
(Philadelphia Record.)
ters held by (he corporations.
erans, with other civic and military public documents which are daily
and
pay far more attention to the
Spectacles, according to an occuthug.
Among the largest corporations cha bodies, will
escort him to Capital needed for reference purposes. At list, often increase the eye trouble character of his services thasl to the
the list are the Illinois Central rail- park, where
The Mayfield Messenger, which
he will speak. Birming- present when a public official wants they are meant to correct because color of his politics.
way, the Pennsylvania lines and the ham has
already begun to decorate a document he goes to the auditor they are improperly usid. "The man
lately was a veritable
Doubting Chicago & Rock Island railroad.
for the coming of the president. The and getting same, leaves a receipt for who needs glasses
Suggests Tights for Judges.
to read by, but not
Thomas, is now trying to persuade
president will make two speeches, it, and then takes up the receipt on to see at a distaace, often puts them
KILLED WIFE THEN HIMSELF'. one at Capital
itself and its readers that the
park and the other at return of the paper. Many of them on in a street car or similar place,"
May(Holton, Kan., Signal.)
field-Cairo railroad will be built.
the state feir grounds.
keep the documents art unnecessarily says this oculist, "and then wimp he
The
It is proposed to put Mother Hub- 44,
Washington, Oct. to—Because she
Messenger in fact says the clearing would
long period of time, and this handi- looks tip still uses them for looking at bards on the judges of the
not give up her soldier lover,
ARE TO TOUR INDIA.
caps others who may want to. re- things a little way offs This gradual- court. Here's hoping that supr•Me
of the right-of-v.-ay is going
the iriser
ahead Henry Everett, a young white man,
view the papers wile they are gone. ly ehanges the focus of the eye, so will not fall victims to so fcl.
*nicely and that soon a big
a
force of last night shot and killed his wife,
London, Oct. 19.—The primer and The ;solicitor advocated letting the that he comes finally to
see better scheme. The country long ago outMargaret, and then turned the pistol princess
graders will be at work.
of Wales started on a six official newspaper of the city fur- with them than without them. Then grew gowns
The Mes- on himself
for men: swords, Ags
inflicting wounds from months' tour of India today.. King
senger's next report may be
nish every councilman, alderman and needs stronger glas- es to read with and knee pants. The
another which he died.
Mother Hubbard
Edward, Queen Alexandria and oth- others needing same, copies of or- and the trouble gets
contradiction.
worse and worse. suggestion is ridiculous and its adoper members of the royal family an,a dinances. etc, when they are
nubs! One way to avoid this is to wear the tion would cheapen the court. The
The United States 061 and Gas corn cabinet ministers
The career of young Bob
bakle them farewell fished, the city, to pay the cost- nt,- reading glasses Pi lo won the nose pdshlic requires
McCurdy, pany, of Huntington,
that a judge stall.,
W. Va., accord- at the railroad station They will
who began his business life
stay extra papers. furnished by this organ.' that they may be looked over instead itifow the law, be honest
at 22 and ing to the Dover Public
its expoundMessenger, in India until March, visitingiscitiee Ply giving all a copy of
in fourteen years had
the published of througih when the glance is raised." ing it, ap,c1 conduct himself as a genreceived more will expend hsonono in coal cars and and native
states and receiving chiefs document thus obviate the netessity i
than a million dollars in salaries
tleman The fitibilutibery of an Enand barges. This means much to river and princesses on, behalf of flag Ed- of their going and getting the orisi
Work has been begun tin Lexing- glish court is not wanted in Kansan
points,
as coal can be shipped south ward.
commissions, is not one that the aver
at from the auditors archives.
ton's new sewer system for which I,If the judges feel that they must
at hil seasons of the year, and is a
tog
Pee American youth will find it
Bud ntsle last year when smallpox i the city /kited a bond issue 9f Posi,- sip Joe their work, let‘..tw
prac- guardjkagginst
t
astz
,
wear
femines.
Subscribe tor,THE REGNPTIIR.
existed let the city authorities take 000,
tight'', and at least be o.4fial,
at,
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Largest Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction fiudranteed
The Paducah Furniture anufacturing Co. I
I

Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers

BOTH PHONES 72
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' THE CARMEN QUIT
k

4,.

company that they retained the right!miLLIoNs
to operate their cars without union ;
men and that they had nothing whatsoever to arbitrate.

SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.

ARE DUE THE KING WEEPS

ONLY $1.1.5

ATTORNEY GENERAL'S DECIS- REGRET OVER SEPARATION
A Car Attacked.
WALK-OUT OF UNION
THE
FROM NORWAY FELT BY
I0aL BLOW AT ILLINOIS
YESTERo'clock
II
after
shortly
Lest
night
OCCURED
MEN
Here arc some:
Special price for October on all Si eo Novels.
SWEDISH RULER.
ROAD.
CENTRAL
as the Union depot car was going out
DAY MORNING.
McCutcheon.
Barr
George
by
Nedra,
Tennessee street, making its last trip,
The Gambler, Thurston
someone put rocks on the track, and
The Man of the Hour, Thanet.
Address
Remarkable
g
°oar's
King
was
it
Approximatin
Back
Levies
jtooesoo,along
acame
bowling
the
car
Determination of the Carmen and the
The Garden of Allah, Hichens.
of
Session
Closes the Special
000 to Be Demanded—New Inthrown from the rails. , Quite a time
Street Car Managers to Contend
The Dark Lantern.
the Riksdag.
terpretation to Charter.
was spent getting the car righted on
for Their Rights.
The Breath of the Gods. Sydney McCall.
the track again. The motorman also
special offerings for October, every book a
our
see
to
fail
Don't
reported to Lieutenant Frank Harlan,
library edition, marbled side, three-quarter
Fine
work.
standard
of the police force, that parties off in
Stockholm, Sweden, Oct. 19.—An
Springfield, 111., Oct. Ise—Attorney
leatike- binding, worth 75c. now 35c. Popular library edition, silk'
Aecording to their determination the dark threw rocks at the car, but
General Stead, in an opinion given to impresove scene marked the close of
cloth backs, gilt top, worth soc. now 25c. soo copies cloth back books,
and all the union street car motor- forturrtely no damage was done. It
yesterday, the extraordinary session of the Swe
Additor
McCullough
Morn2C .
yesterday
conductors
every one good, worth 25C. now 121/
and
use
,the miscreants makes a holding which, if sustained in dish parliament yesterday. Oscar,
and is not known who
in cut prices
Sheet
Music
in
Hits"
"Popular
the
All
4 ----42# refused to take their cars out,
.
were, but the authorities are working the courts, will saddle the Illinois the aged king, made a short address,
placed
frcm re to vac each.
prices
all
kinds,
all
managemert
Cards,
Postal
the
Souvenir
result
Is
on the matter.
Ceneral railroad with an unpaid back in which he regretted the separation
othits in their places and the cars
tax bill which will amount to a sum of Norway and Sweden. He hoped,
are'tunning along the same as usual,
Kentucky and tfie Presidency.
eating
approxier
$too,000,000. More- however, that the two nations would
a
anticipating
as tit! officials were
(Lonisville Herald.)
over, the taxes of the wed will in the be always at peace and have a good
stsike on the part of the employes
Kentucky has not given as many future be doubled and the line, from understanding with each other. Duraffiliating with the organization and presidents to the nation as Virginia
being a 7 per cent dividend payer, will ing the delivery of his speech King
had procured men to take whatever or Ohio. But it has borne very close
be thrown into the class of roads Oscar's vetce broke several times,
just
were
vacancies came up. There
and honorable relations with the which pay 4 and 5 per cent.
tears file T his eyes and the audience
fourteen of the unionists left on the presidential office. The greatest of
was greatly moved at his .evident disto
general
the
ttorney
According
have
that
cart,after the discharges
American presidents since Washing- the syskitta under which the road has tress.
been made the past week by the man- Um, Abraham Lincola, was a native
PROVE VERY DISASTROUS IN
Calls the Moment Critical.
in the state
agement, and every one of these quit. of Kentucky. His leading opponernt, been paying revenue
MISSOURI DELUGING
critical
said
"It
is
very
a
been
moment,"
not
in
has
lieu
of
taxes
treasury
The management of the car com- John Cabell Breckinridge, was a
MANY POINTS.
in
the pro the king, "that I raise my voice
pany yesterday stated that they did Kentuckian by birth and residence. enforced ill accordance with
1814
in
formed
union
this
The
hall.
and
of
charter,
the
visions
road's
4
not anticipate any trouble as a result Jefferson Davis, the first and only
the interpretation put upon the fran- between the people of the Scandanavof the walk-out of the men, as they president of the Chnfederate States
ian penineula, disunited for centuries Railroads Suffer Much and Many
•
were men all too high in their estima- of America, was, like Lincoln, a na- chise by the state officers for the pa-t
Are Prevented.From Moving—
before, is ruptured and the Swedish
been
all
The
writing.
bat
half
century
tion to stoop to such as cutting wires tive of Kentucky.
Some Lives Lost.
adopted*
has
by
resolution
riksdag
a
7
been
paying
of
road
per
has
its
cent
-or otherwi-e attempting to interfere
Gen. Zachary Tayler, elected to gross earnings into the state treasury Oct. 16 approved ray proposal in re4 41ith traffic in any manner whatever. the presidency in 1848, resided for a
once its organization. The attorney gard to its dissolution. It is truly not
One of the officials said that if any- time ie Kentucky, and in this state
The kind that don't spring a
general says it should pay 5 per cent without deep grief that I see these
St. Louis, Oct. r9.—The heavy
thing like that occurred he feared his ashes repose. Henry Clay, so ofagain
people
two
sep-related
closely
yesstate
the
figtax
in
leak
and,
every time you use them.
deluged
annual
an
addition,
rainstorms that
miscreants of contemptible nature ten a capdiditte for the presidency
and
'arated
that
in
which
the
dangers
trains.
many
state
up
.all
"upon
the
auditor
have
tied
by
terday
ured
would perform the work and then try and presidential nominitions, was,
They are made of new rubber
the property and assets of every char the union of nearly a century seemed
Several washouts and landslides ie
to lay it on the unionists. The car though a. native of Virginia, like
—rubber that has stretch in it
acter belonging to the Forporaticin." to be averted forevier are again re- the vicinity of New Haven arid
officers believe let ,the union men Gen. Taylor, a thorough Kentuckian.
suscitated. However, I do not give Chambers have temporarily blocks.'
Paca rubber, the best
—new
that
affiliation
ltate
and
are mislead,
Clay was throe times defeated at the
up hope that, although political union the main line of the Missouri Pacifi.
Pickering Raises Point,
with the union has no effect what- polies, In Mfg he received thirtyyet.
John L. Pickering, publisher of a no longer exists, lasting peace be- between Sedalia and St. Louis.
ever when it comes to employing seven electoral' votes, against ninetytwo peoples may be mainthe
tween
tax
upon
matters,
pamphlet
weekly
ism because every attache giving one for Andrew Jackson, eighty-four
The Missouri Pacific's ternporso,
is said to be responsible for the opin- tained in tbe future, to the safety
over the Lansine river, east co
bridge
good service, gets a good job, no mat foe John Quincy Adapts, and fortyion which has been given. Some time and happiness of both nations, and I
was carried away by th.
ter whether he is a dnionist or not. one for NyWiam H. Crawford. As no
Otterville,
ago be raised the point that thie Ian. mire that a good foundation for
will be operated todts
Trains
The motormen and conductors go- candidate received on that necasion a
flood.
•
method of taxing the Illinois Centrel this Is laid by the agreement witti
ing out state that they intend putting majority of the electoral votes, the
Washouts and landslides on do
which has so long been in force was Norway which you have adopted in
up a clean, gentlemanly fight for House of Representatives, largely
Kansas and Texas, flex
Aispouri,
DRUGGIST
not in accordance with the road's accordance with my wish. I can not
their principles and that they have through Mr. Clay's influence, electhave tied up the Easteril
Raheport,
deep
at
this
moment
without
express
early
McCullough
Auditor
charter.
the
to
overture
after
AND BROADWAY
SIXTH
made overture
St
ed John Quincy Adams president, for
the question to emotion my cordial and heartfelt division of the Katy, between
management, but the latter would which Andrew Jackson never for- in September referred.
a'
and
Junction,
TELEPHONE 63.
Attorney General Stead and he has thanteg ofeall loyal devotion the noble Louis and Franklin
not consider them in any manner gave the "great commoner of the
people of Sweden have shown me trains are being detoured over tl
Seen
since
deon
it.
working
The•
whatsoever, and gave them practical- west."
I
cision given today is the result. since. lune 7 of the present yeas Chicago and Alton from St.
ly no satisfaction at all.
_ In 1832 Clay was again deefated, There had been little discussion of throughout a time of trial that has to Higbee, and thence over the HanThere was conspicuous on the cerr-4. this time by forty-nine to 219 cast
the matter and the Opinion came as been .so painful to me. The memory nibal division to Sedalia.
111•=111111=1
the many new faces‘ yesterday and for Gen. Jackson. ,MIr. Clay's third
At Edwardsville, Ill., big efforts !IIIIIIIMMIIIMMI1=1111N11111
of this ,! will not only carry in my
last‘mght, and no attempts to disturb defeat came about in 1844, wen a great surprise.
Auditor McCullough announced heart to the last hour of my lift, but were made last night to save the: e
recollection of the quality of
the non-union employes were made. James K Polk defeated hint by co
evening that he would accept it is one which will constantly en- Wabash, which was not only taking
this
'Mr. Tracey, the chairman or the In- to 105. -- Mk: Clay was, much to his
long after
the interpretation of the law as given courage roe to employ the strength care of its own trains, but those of tent prescriptions remaina,.
ternational organization, is still in chagrin, iii '836, 184o and 1848, dethe
water
the
the
midnight
price is forgotten.
other roads. At
geperal and would still remaining in my old age to
the city helping the local members, nied nominations by the Whigs. by the attorney
best advantage of the country and at Edwardsville was 19 inches above
the
upon
the
demand
make
required
and hi, stay here is indefinite.
when the party was practically cer- railroad for the taxes which, under people that have shown me such loy- the rails, barely clearing the highest
In assisting the motormen and con tain of victory from the outset.
fireboxes.
this ruling are due. The road will, al love.
ductors in their strike, the Central
Gen. Grant, elected in 1868 and or course resist the tax, for its interIn elm neighborhood of Hillsboro,
Scene Is Brilliant.
Closing
Labor Union has adopted the follow- 118,2 to the presidency, lived, while
TeL 756,
extraordinary
the
the creeks are out of their banks 7fh and Broadway.
declare
hereby
"I
law is the one which
ing. putting the car company on the receiving part of his education in pretation of the
and delivpast. Then session of the yiksdag dosed and 1 and great damage has been done.
the
for
called
in
followed
has
Prescriptions
been
unfair list:
Kentucky, at Mlaysville, not far the attorney general will bring suit remain, my worthy sires and men of The track of the Big Four at this
anywhere in tits
from the birthplace-of Albert Sidney and a lone, hard fought legal battle Sweden. with all my royal grace and place was washed out, a freight train ered free of' charge
in
The Paducah City Railway Co.
rival
city.
Johnston, his celebrated
derailed and five cars wrecked.
favor, well disposedotoward you."
Placed \on the Unfair List. arms, who fell bravely in a charge is certain to result. •
Two tramps in a box's, car were
The scene at the closing of this
is an effort to
there
event
the
In
against
victory
Wheeras, The Patticah City Rail- which promised
riksthe
and four hurt.
killed
1I4
of
session
most
important
get ell of the taxes which should be
way company have Torced a lockout Grant's army at Pittsburg Landing due under the interpretation there is dag in centuries was very 'brilliant.
At New Haven, Mo., the heaviest
fell
James G. Blaine, so often a candiupon their employes, and
no telling wbere the litigation wiN The entire royal family, the duke and downpour of rain ever known
Whereas, Ail overtures looking to- date for the Republican presidential
the duchess of Connaught and Princess last night, more than 12 inches of
approximate
to
Even
end.
were
ward an amit4ble adjustment of the nomination, and finally an unsucamounts due will he an enoemous Patricia of Connaught were present, rain falling in ten hours. There
*e Mie
differences existing between the cm- cessful candidate for the presidency
on
slides
and
minister,
washouts
many
American
the
as
well
as
that
likely
not
is
it
and
itself
of
task
IS A GENERAL TONIC
east and ta}est of
pasty and their employes have been itself at the polls, taught in the
anything in the way of a correct fig- Charles H. Graves, and all the other souri Pacific both
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
refused the company disallowing Western Military institute at Rift
the place.
members of the diplomatic corps.
reached. •
be
ever
will
ure
A
PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
loss
right
The
Springs, Nicholas county.
their employes absolutely, 'the
The :Miss eiri river at that point
King Oscar wore the crown and a
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROUexparted
is
it
to have an organization, therefore be of Nett York's electoral vote in
and
high
purple velvet mantle lined and trim- has .isen very
Enormous Task Ahead.
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
•
1844 kept yenry Clay out of the
it
property of the med with ermine and carried the seep that it will begin to fall by today.
the
of
valuation
No
•
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER
damage
great
Resolved, By the Central Labor presidency. ,Its loss exactly forty
Ill.,
At Bunker Hill,
made by the audi- ter. He was surrounded by a brilbeen
has
railroad
HEALTH.
FECT
sina
By
Blaine.
floods. Three
Union of Paducah, Ky., that this corn years later defeated
tor's office since i859, the 7 per cent liant staff and all the Swedish princes has been done by the
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
Cahokia
the
spanning
pany be placed ..pn the unfair list un- gular coincidence, Gen. John A. Losteel bridges
theory having been adopt& and there wearing their crowns and robes.
STORES.
til such time as they may see fit to gan, who ran for the vice presidency being no occasion, with this rule in
The big rikssaal was filled .to its Creek and Woods River were washfor
was
r8F14,
organization
in
ticket
Blaine
of
of
the
shocks
on
rights
of
the
hundreds
recognize
force, of the placing of a valuation capacity and all present listened with ed away and
and assure our representatives that a time a resident of Kentucky hav- on the road. Complications in mak- deep 'sympathy to the king's speech, corn carried down the streams The
$14
they will treat fairly the committee ing been grad:Med from Louisville ing figures necessarily arise from the after which the presidents of both St. Louis connections are madie
vice-presidents,
Two
university.
of their employes, be it further
voiced their regret at the Litchfield and the Wabash railroad.
Office
and fact that the road has constantly houses
(r837-t84r)
Johnson
M'.
organupon
Richard
call
we
That
-Resolved,
At the Burlington, Wabash, Misasunder by human hands of
"tearing
sort
one
of
changes
undergoing
been
and
Jackson Streets.
Eighth
0857-1860
jtreckinridge
and the Misized labor and /ilk their friends in this John C.
and another, all of which it will be tsio related people intended by nat- souri Pacific, Frisco
Kenof
270.
residents
Telephone
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trying
natives
in
us
it
were
with
offices,
Texas
co-operate
city to
souri, Kansas ahd
ure to be united."
necessary to trace.
•
more
was
storm
that
this
said
to secure an amicable adjustment of tucky. William 0. Butler, of Kenwas
An indicaAon of the changes whim
tucky, was defeated in 1848 for the
the last and that
gstned: R. M. MILES,
the
new rule will make is to be had and without contemplating any in- destructive than
George Washington, colored, was
honorably
Thus
vice preaidency.
necessary on
W. T. METCALF,
detours
made
property
of
the
damages
value
the
in
the founder of the town of Centrelia,
bitreference to the balance sheet of crease
in
office
highest
die
with
were
connected
assurances
NELSON,
J. W.
the railroad company of 1903, which fos the past two years the company rrrany lines. But
State of Washington, end when he
the world has been the citleenslflp
repairs had been
H. EVANS,
is the last schedule upon which an as- would have been taxed $1,386,000 this given that most
died recently, at eighty-nine years of
h.
commonwealt
all
historic
this
that
and
JOHNSON,
night,
last
C. F.
aessmenti was rintele. The road at that year in addition to the $7$8.979.90, corn pleted by
age, all the stores of the place were
Committee of C. L. U.
its trains would be running on practictime had property coming under the which represents 5 per cent of
closed during his funeral.
M.
to—C.
Oct.
T.,
I.
Muskogee,
Cen
of
today.
meeting
schedules
Adopted at a called
is .ub gross earnings for the year. This ally the regular
to
Stead,
according
which,
head
and
banker
.
•01.119
,
a
city,
this
trail Labor Union, October 17th, Bradley, of
jcct to taxation, amounting to $251,- wnuld have brought the aggregate
the
by
indicted
was
,dealer,
•
estate
real
event
nominatcourt
republicans
Rhode
Young
Island
the
in
he
to
operative
190s,
The prosecution in the
laites to $2,144,979. Instead of this
charged 712,852.57 in value.
ed
a
George
Dy
practicalstate
ticket
headed
has
Island
the
Mare
at
martial
into
That the committee failed to make an federal -grand jury today
paid
company
The state tax rate for the present amount the
H. Utter for governor.
with forgery and conspiracy grosying
case.
the
ajustment.
closed
ly
$1,062.571.86.
treasury
state
valuation,
$too
year is 55 cents on
The committee was assured by the out of a land deal.
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tucky Nut 1 2 Cents
Best Kentucky Lump 1 3 Cents. Best Ken
Than the Ordinary Coal.
There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to Our Coal

THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
)
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1
(1-.CWORA

Second and Ohio Streets.

C. M. BUDD, Manager.
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CURING
CONSUMPTION.

PLAN TO FORTIFY
THE PANAMA CANAL.
Treaty in Force Does Not Forbid
Protection of Ditch.

TOO MUCH OF EDGAR LW:WHITTEMORE, EXCUR IONS
"STRENUOSITY'

v

St. Louis and Tennessee River Pochet company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Padur.ah..

Washington, Oct. IA.—Fortification
of the terminals of the Panama canal
IS one of the subjects to be considered
(Chicago Chronicle.)
(Cincinnati Post.)
by Secretary Taft when he makes his
Inasmuch as Professor Behring has visit to the isthmus, and for this pur"Strenuosity" has come to be a
*given the world the diphtheritic anti- pose he will be accompanied by mem- fad. And judged from utterances in
toxin, his intimation that within a bers of the first committee of the general, it seems to be a populdt
wear he would give it a tuberculosis Taft fortifications board.
fashion.
antitoxin is entitled to great respect
"Strenuosity" is very good in a
This committee consists of Major
end we will all hope for the best.
General J. P. Storey, former chief of proper way, but it must not be perIn the meanwhile it will not be artillery, retired; Brigadier Generals mitted to blind us to the virtues of
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
amiss to indulge some reflections in Alexander McKenzie, chief of en- the good old doctrine of "Rest."
and rest; good service, good table,
regard to the value of this expected gineers; W. M. Crozier, chief of orThis reborn doctrine of strenuous
good rooms, etc. Boats leave
cure and of cures in general, and the dinance; Samuel M. Mills, chief
each
of ar- living, carried to extremes, can beprinciple applicable to all of them tillery; Captain Charles
come
Wednesday and Saturday at s,p.
one
of
the
most
disastrous of
S. Sperry, of
For other information apply to Jas.
is that an ounce of prevention is the navy, and Major George W. Goe- modern influences.
worth a pound of cure. Of course, thals, corps of engineers.
Koger, superintendent; Frank
It is not at all a production of our
1..
-where prevention is impossible or alBrown, agtnt.
All the members of this committee particular age. Far back in the early
fADVCAH REAL ESTATt. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS.
most so, as in the case of young chil will not accompany the secretar
y, and days of man's occupancy of this terSASS
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT
sdren and diphtheria, cure is more unless definite orders
restrial
certain
ball
people
were
led
. WESTERN
are issued, it is
J. K. HENDRICK. 3.0. MILLE
valuable than in the case of adults, probable taut: General
Ell:NTUOCY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIM'
R
Storey, Captain on by similar ideas and deala— sim-who are able to practice prevention. Sperry and Major Goethal
ilar
in
intent,
FREE
accordi
ng
TO
WM. MARBLE.
to
the
trend
EVERY
BODY.
SEND
s will be
1301‘,IT.
There. is a striking difference in the the members who go
of their times—and it developed, even
to Panama.
attitude of the Medical faculty toward
MG& R W.WISMT.241011/.. Paducah. Igo.
Fortificati< n of the canal was for- an those remote instances, that such
*he yellow fever and its attitude to- bidden by the Bay-Pau
tendenc
ies
promote
d
little
but downncefote treaty,
ward consumption. In the case of i but the treat)
was so amended by the ward progress.
yellow fever all efforts are concen- isenate that
W. Mike Oliver.
Then, as now, the people who parGeo. W. Oliver.
Great Britain rejected it.
trated on prevention and there is
Benton, Ky.
Paducah, Ky.
The canal treaty which was finally took less strenuously of life were
something absolutely magnificent in adopted, and
That: B. McGregory,
FOR
is now in force, and the ones destined in the end to rule.
LAWYERS
-she determination of scientific men, which superce
The arm of, steel is profoundly
Benton, Ky.
ded the ClaytonsBulwer
Rooms 2, I and 3 Register Buildat the cost of their own lives, to dis- treaty, makes
no mention of fortifica- strong in the direction of governrover the cause of the disease. In tions, but
does allow the United ment, but the arm of reason—calm,
ing, 523 t-a Broadway.
the case of consumption, on the oth- States to use
HAVE ARRIVED ,
such military foPce as deliberate, and never to be hastily ap
er hand, we hear not a word about may be
Practice in all the courts of the
necessary to police and pro- plied—is the one great power in the
prevention, but every day brings the tect the
preservation of any form of human
canal.
state. Both phones it.
tiews of some supposed cure.
As nothing is said regarding fortifi- rights and privileges.
An elegant line of imported cloths
The consequence is that yellow fe- cations, this
And
however
much
one may adgovernment assumes the
and suitings for Fall and Winter.
ver seems tottering to its end, while right
to erect such works as will ade- mire courage, independence of action.
ta
.berculosis remains the most destruc quately.
physical
prowess
and self-assurance,
protect the canal.
Make your selections now and
'rive disease to which humanity is a
all of which are entitled to high rank
avoid
the rush.
-prey. That the yellow fever has been
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
as virtues, when properly applied to
Highest price paid for second-bane
„absolutely banished from Cuba, where PROPOSES MEETING
life, one can not help decrying this
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
OF
POLIC
Y
HOLDE
RS.
it formerly committed it greatest ravdoctrine, which seems to leave no
Room Its Fraternity Building.
ages, and that the riddance was actime whatever for the deve/opment
New Phone 134.
Old Atone 303.
scomplished by working on the mo- Speaker of Missouri House of Repre- of the most important of all institusentatives' Wise Suggestion.
squito theory is beyond question.
MERCHANT TAILORS,
tions—the home.
If the same theory has failed in
We hear too little nowadays about 516 Broadway, Opp, Fraternity Bid.
Buy anything and sell everything.
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ti-aso Court street. „Old phone
-needs amendment or because the con- Speaker David W. Hill, of the Mis- full development and growth of
1326.
that
TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE
ditions with reference to insect life souri house of representatives, in a sweet rest of mind and body which
were widely different. Even in New letter to State Insurance Superintend- can be found only in the home.
SCOTT BROS. & CO.'S CELE'Orleans a man who should oppose the ent W. D. Vandiver, declared that, in
-It is this rest in the home that
BRATE2)
destruction of the stegomyia would his opinion, the superintendent would should be strenuously preached.
Moving wagon in connection.
It
be regarded as a public enemy.
be making a grave mistake if he were is this niore than any other one
This difference in the war on these to revoke the license of the New thing, that has brought as to
our
-two terrible diseases is all the more York Life Insurance company to do high place.in the present, and this,
If you want your clothes cleaned, E. H.
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remarkable because there is no mys- business in Missouri.
a chief factor, which can carry us
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-tery about the cause of consumption
Speaker Hill asks Superintendent to higher and better places in the
Roes 32g South Third Street. I have
such as there was about the cause of Vandiver to defer for at least thirty future.
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intelligent
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action
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Mis- trouble and unhappiness for the near
New Mese mo.
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ce, Corporation and
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Meal Motets Law.
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We are preparing to advertise in
but who wil live with reference to his think should be taken.
they
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to accomplish
Building.
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suaription. He should live out of perintendent Vandiver, Speaker Hill standard, a day of reckoning must sell your farm, list it with us and we
(loors, avoid draughts, pay scrupulous states that while he cordially agrees come.
think we can sell it for you. Try as.
attention to his bodily habits, get the with the superintendent in his condem
The whole -history of the years
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best of advice in regard to a nourish- nation of the mismanagement, extrav- that lie between us and the begin:so
NORT
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'he can mock God by living a reckless to stern and restitution of all funds overcrowded brain loses its powers
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/sic own head.
a revocation of the company's right right appreciation of life and all it
It is a•curious thought, but it is to transact business in the state would brings us as that sweet spirit of rest
doubtful if a consumption cure would t greatly impair the value of the exist- —real rest—which pervades a good
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amid the quiet surroundings of home
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tion of joy an sorrow, burden and
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tor diem.
Iowa Declared Ready to Back Sec- pain.
From every point of view it seems
There we find a quiet, not alone of
retary's Aspirations.
desirable that the thoughts and efthe mind, but of the heart and spirit
forts of the race should be turned
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y for ode mot
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Unless Reciprocity Treaties Are Con- ventures to say that should Shaw beReformer Comes to Light.
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cluded, Says German Authority.
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Berlin, Oct., 18.—Students of his—LAWYER—
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tory and literature, collections of man
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berger, privy councillor and an author
"It is doubtful whether the ques- uscripts and theologians are greatly
Both Phones 695—Rooms sol and acis Will praetke in all solute of Kenity on the tariff question, has just pub tion of tariff revision will be consid- interested in the report that an autoTREASURY DEPARTMENT.
aished in the Tageblatt an article ered at all at the present session," graph Ml as. of a book. entitled "Extucky and Illinois.
Fraterity Building.
which has created much attention said Senator Allison, "although there positions of the Psalms: How they Office of Comptroller of the Currency.
her,, says a cable to the Herald from is considerable sentiment for a partial must be interpreted," by Martin
Washington, D. C., Oct. to, loos
Berlin. It discusses the question of revision of some of the schedules. At Luther, has'been discovered in Zerbst
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legislation such as will be enacted. scripts will now he made.
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best
tion of bucking, for the Indian pony ers, wet-erring to sleep out in the
is a spirited animal, whither he is open rather than under a tent. Soon
branded or unbranded, and he gener- there is quiet in the camp, broken
ally tries to shake off a saddle. The only by the occasional crackle of the
cowboys stick to their mounts with dying fire, and then one hears the
ease, however, is each man is a wild, .creepy Indian chants,% sung by
seldom that the roundup and a day in the land of
crack rider. Indeed,
Corrected Aug. aand, loos,
one finds a Grow Indian who is not a the wild horse is over.
STIRRING SCENES WHEN DASHING INDIAN COWBOYS PUR- superb rider. Generations of horsemanship have, told on his tribe, and
SUE UNTAMED PONIES ACROSS THE GREAT PLAINS.
South Bound.
NO. lox
• Edison on the Simple Life.
No. 103
No. 121
the Crow Indians are undoubtedly
' (Chicago Chronicle.)
Leave Cincinnati
8:2o a.m.
6:oo p.m.
the finest riders in the world. In any
Thomas A. Edison, the inventor, Leave Louisville
12:20 p.m.
7:25a.m.
9:40 P.m
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of relay rideing they al- whose father lived ninety-four years, Leave Owensboro
..
6:3o p.m.
Denver, Col., Sept. 7.—Once a year bed will be as dusty as any part of
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Montana
beat
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white
cowboys of
his grandgather '102 years and his:Leave Horse Branch
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when the rains of spring have turn- the plain. After a quick journey
it:o5a.rn.
3:40 Pm.
skilled though the latter are in chang great-grandfather io4 years and who, Leave Central City
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ed the brown, plains of the Crowe over a fine road the wagon driver
12:3op.m.
3:55 Pm.
making
ing
breakand
rapidly
horses
as a matter of course, possesses an Leave Nortonville
t•:4co a.m.
reservation into a vast carpet of comes in sight of a corral, where
:28a.m.
437 P.m.
neck rides.
exceptional constitution, has been I.eave Evon.sville
p.m.
green the great roundup of wild he is met by a cavalcade of horse8:3oa.m.
4:40
•
•
repetition
second
The
circle
is a
talking interestingly about diet, sleep Leave Hopkinsville
ponies is held. There are roundups men, some 15 or 10 Indians, all clad
I :2oa.m.
of the first, with the exception that and work.
Leave Princeton
.513 p.m.
2:27 a.m.
and roundups in the great range coun much like Felix Bear-in-the-Cloud
2:35p.M.
after
the
last
relay has been ridHe tells us that he lived for Arrive Poducah
6:4o p.m.
3:40 a.m.
try of the Absaraka, but the wild- and each man with his best horse un- den and
CISPxnthe bunch surrounded the months on twelve ounces of' food a Leave Paducah
6:45 p.m.
borse rouadup is not to be confound- der him, his best rope at his saddle,
4:2op.m.
3:45 a.m.
ponies matte a dash and most of day, and, as for work and sleep, he 'Arrive Fulton
and
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horse
it
the
like
the
of
work
for
other.
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ed with any
6:oop.m.
7:55 p.m.
them escape through the cordon of has worked five days and five nights Arrive Gibbs, Tenn.
. . 8:31 p.111.
5:17 a.m.
is to be found anywhere in the West, drive. With the men is the herd of
riders. The ponies of the cowboys consecutively without closing his Arrive Rives
•
can
extra
horse
known
horses,
one
look
as
the
8:39 p.m.
that
reason
5:23
for the
are worn out," so there is no hope of eyes, and then after a good nap felt Arrive Jackson
In vain for wild ponies on almost any cavity. Each man has five or six
7:15 a.rn.
overtaking the bunch again. And the as fresh as ever. The conclusion he'Arrive Memphis
horses
Crows
reservation.
use
work
in
for
of
the
rough
The
10:30 p.m.
Indian
other
8:15
roundup hands have to return to draws is that everybody eats and Arrive New Orleans
11:00 a.m.'
8:15
from time immemorial were the the round-up, as there is no more camp
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with only a fraction of the sleeps too much and works too little.'
wearying
bringing
in
mavtask
Indian
than
owners
the
of
great horse
herd. It is "no unusual thing for the "The talk about working too hard,"i
North Bound.
tribes. No tribesmen were their ericks of the plains, and saddle
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wild horse hun;ers to be out habf he says, "is absolute nonsense. Genhorserquickly
strain
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the
under
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stealing
no
Inand
equals at
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a
day,
riding
time;
the
hard
and
all
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speaking,
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can't
work
too
Leove
Memphis
dians could equal the Crows in keep- And by no means the least import6:50 a.m.
8:5o
to return to camp without a single hard. it does him good.'"
ing ponies when once they had been ant Jeanne of the cavalvade, one
Leave
Jackson,
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captured
these
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difficult
are
so
Mir.
Edison
is
the
last
who
man
stolen. In the days of its glory, when sees the camp cooks, Edith BearLeave Rives
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Indian mavericks to catch.
ought to give ordinary people advice Leave Gibbs
the tribe boasted 3o,000 warriors. the, in-the-Cloud, the pretty wife of the
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Tired
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and
on
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with
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subjects.
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show
Crow nation numbered its teas f roundup,boss, and Fannie On-TopLeave Fulton
to-10
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mounts
hanging
their
heads
in de- which way the wind blows because Arrive pim.uwah
thousands of ponies. Today thiaslen- of-the-Tepee, a slender Indian girl r
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not
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does
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so
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use-,
'der nation of 1,500 people owns who is wearing black to show that
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other
any
Westthan
more
've Frinceton
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Camp is made in a hurry. The In- out at noon. Saddles are thrown off that purpose. In like manner all Arrive Hopkinsville
ern tribe, but, under the encourage3:50 i.m.
and
the
ponies
9:40 a.m.
are
turned
out on the useful information concerning food,
ment of the government the Crows dians have lost all the slowness of
Arrive Evansville
6:25 p.m.
range to graze with their ferows, sleep and'
9:4t a.m.
exercise are derived not
Ore selling their stock, and turning to movement which characterizes them
Arrive
Nortonville
1:28 p.m.
to:35a.m.
and
3:51 a.m.
the
wearied
cowboys
fling
them- from men who are as tough as Mr.
agriculture. Carloads of Indian pon- at the agency or in their hours of
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full
length
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on
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ground,
but
from
people
and
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ies are shipped from the reservation ease about their villages. Each man
Arrive Horse Branch
3:00 p.m.
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every month, in the spring and fall, world/quickly and deftly. The tents some of them not even bothering to of extreme weakness and sensitive- ,,Arrive Owensboro
a.m.
4:55 p.m,
unroll their beds, so exhausted are ness.
4:559.111the most of them going to St. Louis are up in a hurry, the bedding is put
'Arrive
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they
owing
to
the
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na'rd
ride.
M. Edison advice is like the ad-'
and other Southern pritnts. and it is under the wagon, and two beds are
g:15 p.m
11:5s a.m.
But the cooks sire busy, and coon vice of a man who wears a No. 8 hat Arrive Cincinnati
for purposes of sale that the Indians unrolled for the night herders, who
the
smell
beans
of
and
bread
fresh
and No. 10 shoes that everyone in
roundup the wild horses that roam must get their sleep as best they can
ST. LOVIS DIVISION.
in the daytime, and the cooks are arouses the cowboys from their leth- the world should wear those numthe great range in Montana.
argy. There are grunts of "itsi bot bers. People are just as different
(North Bound.)
(South Bound.)
soon
supplied
from
with
wood,
cut
The ranges on the Crow reservasots" (very good) as the cowboys in other respects as they are in the
No. 306. No. 374.
No. 305. No. 375.
tion are for the most part just as in- large pieces of timber, dragged in at gather about the campfire,
each with matter of the size of their heads Lv. Paducah.... 11:aop.m. 4:20p.m. Lv. St. Louis.... 7:45a.rn. 9:40P •in.
a
end
lariat.
Dinner
the
of
over,
nocent of fence as in the days of
his plate and knife, which have been and feet. In alb the myriads of men 'Ar. Carbondale.. 4:259•11t 8s4op.in. Lv. Chicago...., 2:501.M. 6:2op.rn.
•
old Arapooish. the greatest chief of there is a few moments given to story secured from the
tail of the mess that have lived and died no two were Ar. Chicago
5:3oa.m. 8:051./M. Lv. Carborxkile. :40a.rn. 7:o5a.m.
telling
and
smoking
at
the
campthe Crows, who lived in the time of
wagon.
Soon
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plate is heaped alike in their digestion, their sleep, Ar. St. Louis
8:o5p.m. 7:08ain. Ar. Paducah.... 3:35p.m. I I:ooaxn.
fire,
but
the
of
thunder
tells
hoofs
Clark.
For miles and miles
tewis and
with beans and fresh bread, and each their capacity for work or anything
one can travel across rolling prair- that the day herders are corning up cowboy
has helped himself liberally else. A recognition of this fact is
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ies, which for generations have been with the horse cavvy. Every man to a sort
of sauce which is simmer- the first step toward learning anyto
jumps
his
(North
unfastens
his
saddle,
Bound.)
(South Bound)
ideal feeding grounds for ponies
ing by the side of the fire. Grouping thing of any value concerning health
icia-8ot
•
122-822
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Here the wild horses roam, small- lariat and makes ready to pick his themselves picturesquely,
135-835
the
men eat and longevity.
Lv. Hopkins-ville
6:4oa.m. Lv. Chicago.... 6:aopsrE 9:4.511-mboned, shaggy-coated creatures, with fresh horse from the bunch that is with the
eagerness that "tells of the
There are people who can not Lv. Princeton.. 2:35 p.T11. 7:45a.m.
St. Louis .- 9:409•m- 2:15p_tn.
long flowing manes and tails, and brought up.
appetite sharpened by the crisp M'on- touch milk and others who can live Ar. Paducah
The
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saddle 'horses are more than
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tana air, as well as by the hard work on it. It is the same way with
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Princeton
cracia.m. 9:97p.m.
of the cowboy they have never top off them.' They would soon put girls work
swiftly, and with a deft- ple who can swallow a handful of tr. Chicago
8:o9a.111. 9:30p.m. Ar. Hopkinsville
an
unskilled rider on the ground.
it:oop.m.
known,
neither
%awe
they
felt
the
ness that would be the envy of a calomel or morphine with impunity.
fr
touch of the lariat. Whole bands Kicking, squealing and snorting, they white cook. Their
materials
are
most
There are people who, like NapolTrains marked thus (') run daily except Sunday. All other trains run
of these maverick
ponies sweep are bunched into a solid mass, and a , primitive, and yet they turn out ap- eon, need only four hours of
sleep daily. Trains 103 and ma carry through sleepers
across the level stretches, plunge in- rope corral is deftly tbzown about petizing dishes
between Cincinnati,
circumstances and others who need eight. The caunder
.
Memphis and New Orleans; trains rot and 102 sleepers between Lonisvine,
No Wiestern horse that has
to the arroyas and scramble up the them.
that would be the despair of their pacity of some healthy people for
Memphis and New Orleans. Trains 8or and 812 sleepers between Paducal
heights with the agility of mountain been broken will try to break out of white sisters. The Indian cook diswork is five times as great as that and St. Louis.
a
rope corral. The very touch of a
For further information, address
goats. There is always a stallion
penses with the inevitable "Dutch of ether healthy people. There are
J. T. DONOVAN, Generai Agent, Paducah, Ky.
with a herd, exercising a patriarchal rope teaches him to be cautious The oven." that is the white man'abest
people here and there whose health
GEO. C. WARFIELD, Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
watch over the snares and colts in cowboys gather about the corral and friend of the wi'derness
kitchen. The requires tobacco and alcohol. There
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lotrisvine, Ky.
his care. Sharp cut against the sky one after another pick out their dough is put in an ordinary frying
is not a single rule of health that
JOHN. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Mernp'his, Tenn.
this sentinel can be seen, constant:y mounts and rope them. It requires pan, after having
been kneaded to will apply to everybody, but if there
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, In.
on the watch for danger. Wolves expert roping to get a horse from the right consistency.
Then
all
some
were
whose
forbears
were a *an
are the especial terror of the wild the dodging, milling mass of ponies, coals are
C. C. WCARTY, D. P. A.. SL Loois, Mo.
raked out from the fire, centenarians would be the poorest
horses. Let a wolf appear in hight but in an incredibly short time, each and on these
Then
set.
pan
is
the
furnish
it.
man in the world to
and instantly the band is called to- man has led out his mount and has another pan is put over the top of
With these qualifications Mr. Edigether, and stands in a circle, hind- it saddled and bridled. When the last the pan containing the dough, making
sen's remarks are well worthy of
legs outward. Mr. Wolf is too wise horse is taken out the horse cavvy a perfect cover. On° thill cover the
consideration.
for there can not be
to approach within kicking distance, is driven away again, in charge of cook drops a shovelful of glowing
said,
or said by too many
much
too
the
day herders, to the feeding
and he merely circles the bunch at a
coals In a few minutes the cover is people, on these subjects.
safe distance, licking his chops at ground.
removed and behold there is a lot of
It is undoubtedly true that the
the sight of the tender little colts in
There are a few directions from steaming bread, perfectly browned generality of people eat and sleep
the center of the spealing, snorting the foreman, and then the cowboys on
top and bottom, and toothsome too much and take too little exercise,
hunch of ponies. The Indian pony are in the saddle, and the "piCturesque
enough to serve as the chief dish at but it devolves on every one of us
is as free -with his heels today as cavalcade starts osit oil .the actual any
banquet.
to ascertain by statdy, observation
he was before the white man cut up 'work) of the roundup. The then "rideOne of the cooks Aren dispenses and experiment what are for him
the great ranges. Those hind hoofs circle"—that is, they spread out in with
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
the
to her frying pan. the rules of health. If he will dishave always been his only means fan shape, constantly widening the
After raling out the coals and cover what they are and live by them EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN
of defense, and terrible ones they distances between the riders Soon a
PAPER
browning her bread nicely on the he will not only lengthen his life
have evei proved to be in time of bunch of wild horses is pighted and bottom,
she tilts the pan on edge /but. what is far better, live in peace A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDLR TO MATCH
danger.
the chase begins. Instead of all pelt- close to the fire and
the bread and comfort as long as he lives at
FOR THE WALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLOTo capture strong, fleet animals ing after the horse, the cowboys browns from the reflected 'heat. Re- all.
arch as this would seem to be an im- so arrange themselves on the prairie sides their breadbaking the roundup
possibility, but your Indian cowboy than they can ride in relays. A few cooks have many arts that have come Practical Importance of Honesty. RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARIL SELLING AT 6 CENTS ?ER
does not regard it so. In fact, noth- of them keep directly after the down to them from the days when
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY tVac PER SINGLE ROLL,
(Collier's.)
ing is impossible to an Indian when horses while others ride over the the Crow squaws used to follow their
Ordinary men must work to live.
he has makes up his mind to accom- plain in such a manner that they will lords on great buffalo hunts. They From that fact come the world's OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
plish it Nobody could follow as In- he able to intercept the flying ponies can jerk meat, or dry it in the sun greatest goods and ills. Ten dollars
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT sc, toe, 15C, 20C
dian horse roundup and call the red a few miles ahead. /They arrive at so that it retains all its sweetness.
a year stolen from each man or woman lazy. When the call for the the point of interception with their In the long afternoons when there man who- is struggling to maintain a APiD UP TO 63.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
foundup goes forth the best riders on horses apparently fresh. Those who is nothing to he dgne in camp they safeguard
for the future may suffice TO SUIT THE PEOPLE.
NEW PA NELL FFFECT, INGRAINS
Ilhe reservation, or in the district to have been chasing the ponies are "all wander about the tains armed with to keep a score
of men in luxury, but
be' covered, are called into servile. in." Their mounts are blown and a long iron rods, seeking a toothsome the thorough public understanding of
AND—EVERY CONSIEVEABLE COLThis spring the roundup fell te the run of a few more miles would ex- sort of wild turnip that is one of this method may decrease the getter- DESIGNS IN CORNICE
/barge of a slender youth named Fe haust them. But the cowboys who the greatest delicacies of the tribe. at riserence
for wealth. We are do- OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
Ex Bear-in-the-Cloud. His name is have made the cutoff take up the These wild turnips have roots of ing
all directions what we can to
not a more startling mixture of the work of the chase, never giving the great depth, ant it is these roots that lessen
the harms of poverty. We COLORS IN BURLAPS...ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS AN
civilized and savage than is Felix's wild horses an instant's rest.
are edible. They can be pounded (rather ineffectually) forbid children JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE
VERY LATEST DEcostume. He has on a white man's
A third bunch of pursuers cuts in into a meab and made into a sort of to work under conditions that stunt
•
ftickory shirt and handerchief, and a few miles ahead, having made an- cake that is delicious, or they can
their physical and moral growth. We SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
a white man's felt hat, with the in- other short cut across country. The be eaten just as they are brought
do not allow women to labor at the
evitable high, pointed crown, which wild horses are beginning to show to the surface by the iron rods.
expense of future generations. We OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, .WIN..
the Indian affects. To the rim of the the effects of the terrific pace. They With such cooks looking out for study
pauperism, and must do so DOW SHADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
tat is fastened the eagle feather—tEe are as badly winded as are the their wants the cowboys do not go more carefully
as population beIndian's "good
medicine." Felix's heavily mounted. ponies of the cow- hungry, and the roundup "bahroosh" comes more dense. We watch with PAPERS. ...:ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
hair is braided and tied with bright boys. Some of the bunch begin to or "eat," is always liberal enough anxiety statistics
bearing on the cost
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
bits of ribbon, and there is a dash lag. and the swifter ones will not de- for the hungriest Indian in the lot.
of living. All this has to do with
Of paint on either cheek bone. His sert them. The little colts, some of
In the evening, after the meal is the webfare of the classes which most GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
chaps might he worn by any white which are but a few weeks old, keep done, and when the wonderful Mon- need help,
an dall this is as warthy
cowboy. being plain leather affairs. up with the herd in surprising fash- tana sunset proclaims the swift ap- a task
as there is for men to do; but
with fastening of nickel disks down ion. But now the riders have gained proach of night, the cowboys gath- nothing
has a more direct bearing on
either seam. His boots are of the the rear of the herd, and a few of er about the fire and play their
the welfare of the struggling many
conventional cowboy type, with high the cowboys work around to the inevitable gambling games. There are than honesty in
•
politics and honesty
•
heels and jingling spurs, and Felix sides and eventually in front. Then greasy cards, ior a sort of dice in finance. The injury
to the fairly
sits in his saddle with the ease of the heard is turned, until it is head- game, consisting of throwing several prosperous is cordiiderable
•
when selfthe star rider of a Wild West show. ed back toward camp. The tionies are little hopes into the air and catch- seeking and dishonesty become enFelix bat the greet mess wagon runninfa heavily and much of their ing them in a bowl as they fall. The throned in great storehouses
of the
brought up to the agency store- spirit is lost. Soon the camp is reach night herders saddle their mount and
people's wealth. The injuhy to those
house, and soon it is loaded with ed, and the wild bunch is run into the set forth to relieve the day herders,
for whom mere existence means a
tents, etc, and started out with in- corral--not the rope affair, but the who are watching the saddle horses
struggle is many, many times more
structions to driver to meet the strong inclosure of togs, several of in the great basin that stretches to great.
cavalcade on a certain creek, ten or which are scattered about the range, the surrounding ridges. The chill of
fifteen miles from the agency.
and where the work of rounding up the Montana night begins to o-eep
Low Rates to California.
The roundup is near the country is always carried on.
into the camp. The western sky loses
'allowed by the blood of General It is late in the afternoon, but the its glow and the early moon begins From September
PADUCAH. Klt
15, to October 31, 13o SOUTH THIRD ST,
Custer and his men. In fact, the foreman -determines that another to silver the east. The wolves and
the Illinois Central Railroad comroundup wagon proceeds tip Talluc ride must be made, as another herd cyotes are all mouthing it in the daft
pany will mei/ cline-way tecond-ciass
creek, the very steam which Cus- was sighted not far from ,he place ling hills, and the wiM bunch in the
tickets to Sian Francisco, Ian Angeter was supposed to be scouting when where the, first was seen. 'According- Corral is shorting and stamping in
lee, San Diego, Cat., ior43,too.
be disobeyed orders and pushed on ly the day herders bring in tlie restlessness and fear, probably havJ. T Doom...up Art. Psducah, Ky.
to the point on the Little Big Horn, horses again, as the rope corrol is ing some' premonition of the brand- G. C.. Werfieiti, T. A., Union
Depot.
where he and his men lest their ryes. stretched, and another lot of ponies ing to come on the morrow.
The Creek has dwindled to a mere selected by the Indian cowboys. As
The cowboys carry tarpaulin beds
Government scientist
discovers
thread of snver winding between rot, each freth horse is 'mounted, prob- to the big sleeping tent. Some of method
fpr economicaly reducing
ing hills In midsummer the creek ably WO( Of them will gtve an exhibi- them merely roll in betwen the cow- unignetite to iron.

A WILD HORSE ROUND-UP IN
THE LAND OF THE CROWS.
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/ABOUT THE PEOPLES* THE REVIVALS POPULAR WANTS
NOTICES!

Watts' Boulevard

Captain Eilward Woolfolk has gone 1
STRAYED—Last
night
from
up the Tennessee river on business. 'LARGE CONGREGATIONS ARE
We will give a eoc
HEARING REV. PETER
Tenth street Christian church, black
Mr. John Mammen, of Owensboro,
FIELDS.
horse, left hind foot white; bridle
bottle of
75 lots-50 to 65 feet front—Full block for Park. between 27th and
is here visiting 'his brother, Mr. Henbut no saddle. Return to 1025 South
.8th street .
ry Mammen, the bookbinder.
Third street.
Mr. W. B. Kennedy has returned
Directly in the path of the city's growth. A street car line is a cerDaily Prayer Service Was Not Held
from a trip to Louisville.
tainty i nthe near future.
free to every lady partic)OR RENT—Store house in RowYesterday at Broadway MethoMr. and Mrs. Earl Patier, of Cairo,
This
property is in the center of the future population of Paducah—
ipant in the Paducah
land. Good for any kind of business.
dist Church.
are in the city the guests of Mr. and
Horse Show Association
present population.
Not
J.
Holt,
Padewah,
W.
Ky.,
Address
Mrs. F. D. Rodfus.
Contests.
No.
1.
F.
D.
R.
of money making in real estate is to buy ahead of the
SECRET
THE
Katterjohn
Herman
yesterday
Mr.
improvements and wait for them to come to you—when it is
went to Princeton on business.
Another large crowd was at the
furnished
RENT—Nicely
FOR
Mrs. James Christian, sif Lexing- Third Street Methodist church , serready for use sell out and buy somewhere else—There is nothing
ton, returned home yesterday after vice last evening, and heard a strong room at 809 Broadway.
in it after that time—Ripe means decay or comparative standstill.
visiting here.
and forceful sermon preached by
The outlook for Paducah was never brighter.
FOR RENT—Room with board,
1
Name
Mrs. Ben Weille, Miss Ruth Well Rev. Peter Fields who is gradually
street.
Third
South
326
lots are for sale at the ground floor price of S5.00 front foot—
ao
Clarabel
and Misses 'Carrie and
getting the community of that vicinstreets graded and graveled. One-third cash, balance 6 and 12
yesterRieke
Chicago
returned
from
ity
aroused,
and
indications
are
that
Participarit in ......
WANTED—B4 at rx4 North
day.
,
considerable good will be effected
months.
Miss Luia Fisher has gone to Cor- by the protracted gathering. The Sixth street,,C. D. Warren & Son.
Only one to a person and then no more at any price for 6 months.
Contest.
ddia, Ga., for a visit.
worship occurs each evening at 7:45
We want some of the advance ourselves.
FOR RENT—Three-room house,
Mrs. J. Ragsdale yesterday went to o'clock and all are cordially invited
street.
Apply
to
W.
1028
Monroe
The
20 buyers will be asked to put lowest price on residences for
\ ...it in Au-sellville, Ky.
to attend.
ASK-THE DOCTOR
E. Cochran, 405 Broadway.
years.
La`wyer W. A. Berry yesterday
Residences exclusively—No stores—White people only.
went to Louisville.
No Prayer Worship.
FOR SALE—On North Sixth and
STORE
Go out Broadway to Twenty-eighth street and drive south and see
Miss Mandy Flick, of Golconda, is
The ladies of the Home Mission
house.
what is being done.
visiting Mrs. Herbert Householder. society of the Broadway Methodist Boyd, one 4 and one 5 room
Inquire ico8 Trimble street.
TOM SANDERS, Agent.
evening
Morton
Miss
last
Adine
reafternoon
yesterday
not
church
did
Friday Morning, Oct. 2, nos.
turned from Louisville, where she hold their daily prayer service, acroom
RENT Furnished
FQR
visited while en route home from count the funeral of Mks. Mary B.
within three blocks of Fourth and
spending the summer at Flat Rock, Leigh occupying the church at that
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4.
N. C.
hour. This afternoon from 3 to 4
/
Ws. Walter Baxter Pace, of Lou- o'clock the service will be conducted
SN110'..,
FOR SALE—Several pieces of maisville, arrivfd last night to visit Mrs. as usual. The subject of discussion
hogany
library
furniture,
hard
also
Mrs. E. L. Whitesides, osteopath, Muscoe Buinett, of West Broadway. will be "Need of the Home Society." coal stove. Apply at 227 Northl
Dr. Horace Rivers yesterday went Mrs. J. H. Roberts and Mrs. J. J.
609 1-2 Broadway; Phones, Old 1434
to
Ballar4 county :or a hunt and Young will lead. The last one for Ninth street.
761.
New
and
fisb.
the week occurs tomorrow after—The city hall clock ran several
WANTED—Two girls, one for serWallace and Mr. Wm. noon.
Rebid
Miss
hours behind time yesterday.
pentine dancing atd other to sing ilH. Bennett, of Livingston county,
lustrated songs, for Reeves Opera
—A wheel of Henry Petter's ice passed through here yesterday en
Missionary Visiting.
wagon broke yesterday at Fourth route to Metropolig to marry. Miss
WRITE OR TELEGRAPH FOR CATALOGUE TODAY BEFORE
Rev. and NPrs. John M. Swan. a company. Call for R. H. Rogers at
and Broadway, and falling to pieces Irene Bennett and Mr. L..P. Holland missionary to China, was here yes- St. Nicholas Hotel, between 9 and 12
YOU
GO ELSEWHERE •
•
let the vehicle tumble over on its accompanied them.
terday en route to Metropolis, Ill., a. m. today, and t and 4 p. m. Steady
work and good wages guaranteed.
side.
Miss Lora Jackson arid Mr. James to visit his brother, Rev. B. C. Swan
„
---,-General Secretary Blake Godfrey Mloore have gone to Metropolis and of the Cumberland
Presbyterian
WANTED—By Chicago wholesale would be locked up for vagarancy
ef the Y. M. C. A. was able to be been married.
church of that city. Rev. Swan has
and mail order house, assistant man- A full crew was gotten up in this
at his office again yesterday, after
Mr. Samuel McCall and wife, of been in China twenty years doing
a several days confinmene with ton- Fulton, are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Her missionary work, while his home is in ager (man or woman) for this county manner shortly.
TELEPHONE 548.
and adjoining territory. Salary $2o
silitis.
East Liverpool, Ohio.
.
man Graham.
and expenses paid weekly; expense
Miss Pattie Crook. of Jackson,
—The secretary has decided to
How They Stint
money advanced. Work pleasant;
visiting
Temple
Japan ends the war with a public
H,ills.
Miss
Blanche
Ivrea] Worship.
staitt the young men's gymnasium Tenn., is
This evening at 7:30 o'clock ser- position permanent. No investment debt., domestic and foreign, aggregatclass next Tuesday for its athletic She is one of the horse show spnnor experience required. Write at
vices
will be conducted at Temple
Inc 19SL000,000, against about $390,prae4ices, and hold meetings of the sues.
once for fun particulars and enclose
before the war began. An ofMiss Mary Boswell has returned Isreal by Rabbi Loritch, it being
body each Tuesday and Thursday evcommemorative of the Feast of the self-addressed envelope Thomas J. tiVistimate places the war expendi
Ky.,
and
Bardstown,
visiting
in
from
ening.
A
Conclusion. Tomorrow morning at Cooper & Co., 133 Lake street, Chi- tures up to March 31, mak at $678,- Under Directions of the Trimble
,?,.—A :yegy large crowd of friends Evansville, Ind.
rage, Ill.
Street Methodist Church
000,000; funds obtained by loeus, etc.,
Mr. Joseph Rothschild, the tobacco to o'clock worship will be held also.
Were at the Broadway Methodist
‘‘,
June
and
available,
drummer,
Princeton.
$8711,orio,oso.
went
yesterto
On
church yesterday afternoon attend5 as much as $475,000,ono had been
SILVER PLATE.
ing the funeral services over the rea day.
spent; the present figure i; about
M. J. E Harraeling yesterday
mains of Mrs. Mary Leigh. The at$525,000.000. If these firarell are COT
Placed in a ?calor% WWI mad Clot
"The Man from Vermont."
tendance was large also at the grivsa‘
. went to Indianapolis, Ind.
rect, Japan has $353.000,000 with
Removed frets &ail
—Yesterday was a cloudy day, lodge Robert L. Sbenrwell, of BenLYCEUM' ENTERTAINERwhich to bring her army home and
with more rain in the morning and ton, arrived here last night on buoiSanaa Yesterday.
IMPERSONATIONS.
affirmAn
It
is
account.
operation
ness.
upiti
llemvir
cielet
performed
seldom
on
some showers in the afternoon. Last
Cairo, !In, standstill.
ed the( she MS still smile luct,000,DESCRIPTIVE PIANO
night was slightly flustery and cold Mr. Auher Smith was in La Center a human being and almost leater. Mb
Chattanooga, 2.1, falling.
a
coo on deposit in New York,. London
/yesterday
dumb
on
business.
animal
success
has
just
been
SELECTIONS
AND SONGS.
but the early morning condition in.:
Cincinnati, 7.5, rising.
and Berlin.
fully acomplished on a little trick
dicate fair weather today. The preRECITATIONS
AND STORIES
Evansville, missing.
dog named Cora, for whom HagenRussia's present debt, arcording to
Chd gi Thanks.
diction, however, are for cloudy and
Florence,
vs,
falling.
CHARACTER
SKETCHESSome
estimates, is $3.700,000.000
We wis'h to thank Mr. Frank Wag- back once offered $5,000 unsuccessdecidedly cooler weather today.
Johnsonville, 3.3, rising.
against $3,9112,000,000 before the war
VENTRILOQUIAL.
oner far his boat, the Charleston, fully,
—A history of yellow feveeelnd its
Louisville, 3.6, rising.
began. The czar will need many mil
Cora is a female fox te,rrieir..ssesur.
DIALOGUES
that gave the excursion for our benecurse to the South has been published
14). Carmel. a.S. rising.
Bons to bring his legions home from
VIOLIN MIMICRY.
fit. We also thank Chief James Col- years es( age, and the stpitel pertner
.at New Orleans by Miss Rosa C.
Nashville, 9.2, falling.
Manchuria, repair the loss of ships,
PRICES—sse. 33c, soc and 75c.
lins and his officers for their grand and chief mainstay,. 'ffniticisely, of
Palls, the talented and highly educatPittsburg, missing.
pay for the keep of prisoners and pro
Seats on sale Thursday 9 a is.
Charles DeCameo. Together these
assistance.
ed lady formerly of Paducah. Years
Davis Island Dam, missing.
vide pensions. It is thought that he
two have appeared on almost every
LOUIS FRIANT AND FAMILY.
ago she was connected with the old
St. Louis, 18.t, rising.
has now about $soo,000,o0o availab'e.
vaudeville stage in Europe and Amer
Paducah News in an editorial capacMk. Vernon, 3.9, rising.
Should he undertake to rebuild his
Ica
in
pia
years.
the
last
Purse Awaiting owner.
ity, and •iow stands high as a female
Paducah. 4-4. standstill.
nary he would need to borrow largeFor three years Core has had her
The police have found a pice purse
lawyer in New Orleans.
ly. Shipbuilders are expecti g large
regular
physician
like
any
htitnari
bein, in alley opening on Noah Seventh
—Mrs. Riley Lancaster yesterday;
ing. During recent rehearsals DeThe Gate City has come from order,. But if Nkholas It. reflects
street, and believe it belongs to the
at noon went to Central City where
Mo., for repairs on upon the inaptitude of his people for
C..arutheratille,
Cameo
noticed
mental
•
that
Cora's,
negro boy whose purse was snatched
she was tallied by the death of her
the management of warships, he will
the marine ways.
from him eeveral nights ago by a powers were failing. .Sonsetiines she
stepsOie Mk. Charles Laikaster, chief
The Charleston carries an excur. "go -Mow" with leis program. He may
missed
what
he
and
altogether,
said
stranger at Seventh and Jefferson.
ARE THE "ORIGINAL TONIC
electrician at the electric light plant
she never showed any desire to nuts- sion to Clark's river and Livingston conclude that Rdssia just now needs
/
CAPSULES."
money for a thousand and nnt things
there. He was killed in some manter new stunts. Her physician, Dr. Point Sunday.
Not Called for Bag.
ner, but the details were not receivThe Henry Harley will come in to- more than she does for a new navy. THE ONES THAT HAVE MADE
Detective T. J. Moore is still hold- Andrew Armstrong, of 117 West
ed by his relatives here. He was 3o
immediately
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PAing at police headquarters for the Twenty-fifth street, looked her over day from Evansville and
years of' Age and left a wife and
and decided that she had a clot on leave on her return that way.
FIEND HANGED
DUCAH FOR CURING CHILLS
owner, the fine shopping bag found
three eldInVen
Mrs. Richard Cal- on
the brain. He used X-rays to discov
This morning at 8 o'clock there
AND
several
the
carnival
MALARIA.
grounds
issi, his step-sister went up this
Whichester, Ky., Oct. z9.—Sam
er this, and he decided that Coca's leaves for Cairo the steamer, Warren
weeks ago.
PRICE soc.
morning to attend the services.
decrease in intelligence had been due which come' back tonight ibout it. Hier, the negro assailant of Mrs.
TAKE NO OTHER.
The Bob Dudley is expected back Jasper Case, was hanged this mornto pressure on the sensitive gray mat
Ladies Mite Society.
tomorrow from Nashville. She will ing. The execution hour was
ter.
THEY ARE GUARANTEED.
Tokio officials are preparing triumThis afternoon at 3 o'clock the
The difficulty of operating for this lay until Monday before departing o'clock. tie mounted the scaffold
phal arch, through which Admiral Ladies Mite society of the First Bapwithout assistance, and made a short
. Togo will pass on his return to. cap- tist church will meet with Mrs. A. C. was increased by the fact that, dogs for that stream.
cannot be put completely under the
This morning there came out of talk, confessing his guilt and admit.12
it11
Lassiter of 19 North Sixth.
influence of an anaesthetic without the Tennessee river the steamer Ken ting The justice of the punishment.
DRUG STORIES.
being killed by it. Conowas just giv- tucky. She lays here until 5 o'clock
Mks. Case his victim, witnessed
en enough to be comfortable, and tomorrow afternoon before skipping the execution from the courthouse
& Jackson Sta.
window.
Dr. Armstrong removed a portion of away on her return to that stream.
7th & Clay Sts. ohonephone an,
The City of %hill° intended gether skull about five-eights of an inch
in diameter, and scraped out the sing away from St. Louis yesterday
blood clot and a little of the sheath- for the Tennessee river, but on ac‘111110110110111ZIMEGZ.L._
ing of her brain. In place of the count of delayed arrival and heavy
piece of skull a silver plate was in- business she will rjot get out of there
serted. This operation was perform- until 5 o'clock this afternoon.
Orders have been issued by Secreed twelve days ago, and Cora is now
entirely well with all her faculties re- tary Taft, which will send all Ohio
stored. She expects to return to the river dredgeboats to dredge in lowWe desire to call your attention to our line of GENUINE r
watter channel
Ail stage within a few days.
between Louisville
Dr. Armstrong says that she is the and Evansville. The order followed
WHITMAN SADDLES, FANCY DRIVING HARNESS, ENGmost intelligent creature he has ever the visit of a special committee from
LISH RIDING BRIDLES, ENGLISH CROPS, GENUINE
known in all his service as a veteri- the Louisville board of trade to SecHOLLY DRIVING WHIPS and FANCY HORSE BLANKETS rl
nary surgeon. She was born in Wor- retary Taft.
cester, Mass., and bought from G E.
The steamer.Clyde did not get out
Kirk, oi that city, Her education was until yesterday morning, because of
acquired in Ne* York. One of her ac the trouble in scouring a crew. The
complishments is to add numbers on oki rousters quit and the boat offia pack of cards. She would be eligi- cials could not get more hands. They
ble for a place in a bank, for she un- appealed to Officers Terrell and
derstands the difference between var- Cross who informed the negroes
Retail Department Corner Fourth and Jefferson Streets.
kola coins and can distinguish a kuar loafing around Second and Court,
ter or a dollar from a shilling with- that good jobs awaited them, and if
out hesitation.—New York World.
the darkies did not accept, they
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Both 'Phones 295.

Prompt Delivery

Eleventh and Tennessee Streets.
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